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Passion is essential for me – when organizing, when devel-
oping, when putting into practice. Passion motivates me 
in my own work. But it motivates me just as much when 
I sense how much passion and creativity others invest 
in their work. Over the past few weeks I have experi-
enced moments like this – whether in working with new 
colleagues at Carus, at the 6th Stuttgart Choratelier, or 
at numerous choral concerts which I have attended. It is 
therefore a great honor and a special pleasure as the new 
Managing Director to be able to participate in this pas-
sionate enterprise which is Carus, alongside Dr. Johannes 
Graulich. 

But this is not about us at Carus-Verlag, but about you! 
Our aim is to support you in your passion for choral music. 
I therefore cordially invite you to let yourself be inspired 
on the following pages. For your next rehearsal, for your 
next performance, and of course above all for your own 
enjoyment of music. Discover our new editions, in which 
our editors – including Stan Engebretson, Volker Hempf-
ling, Jan Schumacher, Mirjam James – have invested 
their time, energy, and creativity over the past weeks and 
months, so that this new repertoire can enrich you and 
your work from now on. You can dive into the fascinating 
world of gospels and spirituals, for example, or travel the 
British Isles, singing as you go. It’s worth it!

Dear choral and music enthusiasts,
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SHORT NOTES

Publisher Dr. Johannes Graulich is to manage the music pub-
lisher’s business affairs jointly with Ester Petri with immediate 
effect. With the experienced media specialist Petri, the innovative 
Stuttgart publisher is rising to the different challenges present-
ed by digitization in the music business. Carus-Verlag, one of 
the leading companies worldwide in choral music, has recently 
achieved tremendous success with “carus music”, an app for 
choral singers. Over the last three years Ester Petri, 44, has built 
up and shaped the promotion and fostering of the cultural and 
creative industries in the German state Baden-Württemberg. 
She is now looking forward to new challenges in the private sec-
tor. Waltraud and 
Günter Graulich, 
who founded the 
publishing house 
in 1972, continue 
their involvement 
with the compa-
ny’s publishing 
activities.

TELEMANN PRIZE 

FOR KLAUS 

HOFMANN

Prof. Dr. Klaus Hofmann is to be 
awarded the 2019 Telemann Prize by 
the City of Magdeburg. With this award, the State 
Capital is honoring his great commitment to the 
scholarly exploration and analysis of the works of 
Georg Philipp Telemann. The selection committee’s 
citation reads: “As an editor and scholar with a 
wide and deep knowledge of many of Telemann’s 
compositions, Klaus Hofmann is one of the best 
and most exceptionally well-informed Telemann 
authorities of our time“. Many of Hofmann’s edi-
tions of Telemann’s works are published by Carus.

JOHN HØYBYE’S 80TH 

BIRTHDAY

The Danish composer and 
choral conductor John 
Høybye celebrates his 
80th birthday in 2019. 
Høybye is held in high 
regard in Scandinavia 
and much further afield 
as a conductor, arranger, 
and composer, especially 
of choral music. As a 
composer, he has made a 
tremendous contribution 

to the renewal of Scandinavian choral music, not least 
through the successful combination of classical choral 
sounds with elements from gospel and jazz music. In 1993 
the Danish Choral Society named him “Composer of the 
Year“ in recognition of his work. Six years later the Danish 
Composers’ Society honored him with their annual prize. 
Jazz elements feature in his works published by Carus, 
including most recently This Human Life! for solo voice 
and mixed chorus (see p. 24).
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CARUS ON INSTAGRAM

Lots of pictures and sound clips on our new Instagram 
channel give you an idea of what’s going on at Carus. 
Have a look! @carusverlag

EXPANDED MANAGEMENT TEAM 

FOR CARUS-VERLAG

OFFER FOR PASSION WORKS

We are offering the practice aids for passion compo-
sitions at a special price from 1 to 31 January 2019. 
You can buy the works as CDs from the Carus Choir 
Coach series (practice CDs) and in carus music, the 
choir app, at a reduced price. The selection includes 
J. S. Bach’s St. John Passion and St. Matthew Passion 
alongside works by Handel, Homilius and Mendels-
sohn. See page 31.
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Let’s meet!
27 Februar – 2 March 2019 
Kansas City, USA 
ACDA National Conference

2 – 5 April 2019
Frankfurt, Germany 
International Music Fair

1 – 9 August 2019
Vaison-la Romaine, France 
Choralies 2019 

12 – 15 September 2019
Hannover 
chor.com

10 – 13 October 2019
Shanghai 
Music China

The sixth Stuttgart Choratelier (choral workshop) at Carus-Verlag, Stuttgart, 
met with enthusiasm. The participants were inspired in their own choral work 
by experts from the choral music scene in five very differently-themed work-
shops. The workshop leaders included Frieder Bernius, Stan Engebretson, Volker 
Hempfling, Mirjam James, Denis Rouger, Peter Schindler, Jan Schumacher, and 
Friedhilde Trüün, all of whom gave insights into their choral work and presented 
new repertoire.

NEW INSTALLMENT 

LIEDERPROJEKT

With its colorful, original illustrated 
song books, the LIEDERPROJEKT has 
conquered numerous hearts and imaginations. 
And the many choral collections, piano volumes, 
and CDs have been enthusiastically received 
by young and old alike. The latest installment, 
Folk Songs, invites you on a musical journey 
around the world (see p. 12). From the sales of 
the CDs, to date more than 455,000 Euros has 
been donated to projects which support singing 
with children. You can find out more about the 
project and the free, extensive song archive at the 
website 
www.liederprojekt.org.

CHORATELIER ENTHRALLED

PRESENTATION

PUCCINI ORGAN WORKS

The new volume of works for organ in the Puccini „Edizione Nazionale” 
published by Carus has just been presented to the public by the editors on 
November 25, 2018, at the Theatro Municipale Valli in the Italian Reggio 
Emilia. Through the publication of the works, we gain first-hand insights 
into the composing activities of the young Puccini! 
Read more on p. 27.

Virgilio Bernardoni (editor), Hans Ryschawy (editor, 
Carus), Prof. Giovanni Godi (Presidente Fondazione 
Simonetta Puccini per Giacomo Puccini) and Gabriella 
Biagi Ravenni (editor)

CALMUS ENSEMBLE 

20 YEARS

A perfect blend of sound, precision, 
lightness and wit. These are the hallmarks 
of Calmus, now one of the most suc-
cessful vocal groups in Germany. These 
five Leipzig musicians have won a whole 
string of international prizes and compe-
titions, including the ECHO Klassik and 
Supersonic Award, and the reach of their 
activities is constantly expanding, taking 
them throughout Europe as well as to 
North and South America. The ensemble 
has now performed together for 20 years 
– we offer our congratulations!

Calmus 
Ensemble
Calmus 

Ensemble

Calmus 
Ensemble
Calmus 
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Antoine Brumel · Thomas Stoltzer
Johann Walter · Josquin des Préz

LEIPZIGER
DISPUTATION

Calmus Ensemble

amarcord

New recordings with the 
Calmus Ensemble:
Folk Songs 
(see p. 12)
Carus 83.034

Leipziger Disputation
Calmus Ensemble, amarcord
Works by Antoine Brumel, 
Josquin Desprez, and others
Carus 83.497 (February 2019)
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SONGS OF
FREEDOM

Gospels and  
Spirituals

Powerful voices full of emotion and moving intensity is what 
comes to mind when we think of gospel music. And Amazing 
Grace is certainly one of the first songs you think of, a song 
which became famous beyond Christian churches worldwide as 
a protest song against slavery and as a hymn sung by human 
rights activists. “I once was lost, but now I‘m found”. With the 
Christian idea of redemption, the song expresses a confident 
belief in liberation, the central theme of gospel music. But para-
doxically, this song, which many people regard as the quintes-
sence of American gospel music, was actually written by the 
former captain of a slave ship, John Newton. When he escaped 
from a storm at sea in 1748, he saw his salvation as divine pro-

vidence and transformed his life fundamentally in the following 
years. After a while he gave up his trade completely, became 
a clergyman, and campaigned against slavery from which he 
had previously made a living. His song Amazing Grace became 
extremely successful and was later adopted by the Afro-Ame-
rican spiritual and gospel scene, performed by artists including 
Mahalia Jackson, Aretha Franklin, and the Harlem Gospel Choir.

But what exactly distinguishes a gospel song, and how does it 
actually differ from spirituals? Stan Engebretson, editor of the 
new choral collection, explores the historical development.
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It is great fun to perform these pieces which convey so 
much of the original feeling of rhythm. The newly- 
arranged pieces in particular really get you in the mood 
for spirituals and gospels.

Michael Reif, conductor of the Europäischer Kammerchor Video: www.carus-verlag.com/2104

A
s early as the 17th century, 
unison songs developed in 
the Southern slave commu-
nities from a unique blend of 

African tunes, rhythms, styles, and ear-
ly Christian hymns. Handed down in 
an aural tradition, these pieces came to 
be known as “spirituals,” a title derived 
from Ephesians 5:19, where the faithful 
were exhorted to sing “spiritual songs.” 
Old Testament heroes such as Moses, 
Elijah, Daniel, and others were frequent-
ly chosen for their vivid stories showing 
strength in times of conflict. A com-
mon theme was freedom from bondage 
or singing of the hope for a better life 
ahead, free of pain and suffering.

Spirituals were a part of daily life, includ-
ing work songs in a “Call and Response“ 
style, where a soloist leads the call while 
the chorus responds; or slower music in 
reflective styles (such as Deep River); or 
bright, animated works of celebration 

sung during praise meetings. Although 
originally unison, spirituals evolved from 
the 1870’s forward, becoming  popu-
lar as arranged choral pieces by groups 
led by the Fisk Jubilee Singers through 
master composers ranging from  Harry  
T. Burleigh to Moses Hogan. The difficul-
ty level spans a wide range, from simple 
part-songs to more extensive concert 
 arrangements such as Wade in the water 
by Norman Luboff found in this book.

Gospel music developed much lat-
er along a parallel track. After the end 
of the Civil War in 1865, many people 
migrated north into urban centers. By 
the early 20th century the influence of 
blues and jazz became popular in this  
new world, leading to the development 
of “gospel” music with instrumental 
accompaniments to choral lines, some-
times featuring elaborate solos. Tradi-
tional gospel often used texts from the 
New Testament or other non-Biblical 

sources, with simple harmonic progres-
sions including occasional lowered thirds  
showing the influence of the “blues” 
style. Contemporary gospel increased 
the vocabulary with expanded jazz har-
monies and added brass, wood-winds, 
and organ beyond the original piano 
combo. Newer versions today show the 
continuing evolution of gospel music un-
der the influence of rock, hip-hop, rap, 
and others. The piano “gospel” style 
also became  a signature of its own, seen  
here in Amazing Grace. Although it is a 
hymn written by John Newton in 1779,  
this tune technically is neither spiritual  
nor gospel, but is included as an example 
of how a gospel “style” can be adapted 
to various pieces. 

Stan Engebretson 

Prof. Dr. Stan Engebretson (photo: left) 
Stan Engebretson came to Washington 
in 1990 as the Director of Choral Studies 
at George Mason University and Direc-
tor of Music at the historic New York 
Avenue Presbyterian Church. In 2005, 
he became the Artistic Director of the 
National Philharmonic Chorale.

The editors

As well as his focus on choral work with 
groups including the Kölner Kantorei, 
which he founded in 1968 (and directed 
until 2015), Prof. Volker Hempfling 
(photo: right) is much in demand inter-
nationally as a conductor and lecturer. 
Numerous concert invitations take him 
throughout Germany and abroad. He 
regularly serves as a jury member at 
leading choral competitions.

The interpreters of the CD recording

»

«

Conductor’s score  
with CD
 Carus 2.104 
Introductory price: 29.90 € 
from 01.12.2019: 34.90 €

editionchor 
 Carus 2.104/05 
Introductory price: ±9.90 €  
from 01.12.2019: ±13.80 €

CD with selected 
arrangements 
Europäischer Kam-
merchor, Michael Reif
 Carus 2.104/99

Chorleiterband mit CD

HALLELUJAH 
Gospels and Spirituals  
for mixed choir

  Arrangements of  
30 spirituals and gospels 
for four-part mixed 
choir 

  A cappella or with 
keyboard 
 accompaniment

  Difficulty: medium
  Wide variety of styles 

with many new arrange-
ments

  A good introduction for 
choirs with little 
previous experience of 
this repertoire

  Includes popular 
classics such as 
Amazing Grace, 
Deep River, Go down 
Moses, Good News, 
Nobody knows, 
Joshua fit the battle 
of Jericho etc.
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The widely-held prejudice that “he 
could not write for the voice” ad-
heres to few composers as much 
as to Ludwig van Beethoven.  This 

may be due to the fact that his place in 
music history is primarily as a revolution-
ary symphonist and creator of incompa-
rable chamber music works such as the 
string quartets and piano sonatas. But to 
imply indiscriminately that he had no idea 
about the human voice or did not know 
how to write for chorus is to draw the 
wrong conclusion.

Like every composer until the first half 
of the 20th century (the exceptions such 
as Chopin or Paganini confirm this rule), 
Beet hoven was equally used to com-
posing for both voices and instruments. 
His position as a composer of Viennese 
classicism – that is, he is thought of to-
gether with Mozart and Haydn – leads to 
the conclusion that a similar vocal light-
ness was expected from his works as was 
found in his contemporaries. At the same 
time it is all too easy to forget that in his 
day Beethoven was ahead of his time in 
many respects, and that his labelling as 
“classical” only applies to a very limited 
extent. And of course, there are many 
pieces among Beethoven’s choral works 
which are extremely good for choirs to 
sing. The vocal demands of the Mass in 
C major, for example, are not essentially 
any more difficult than those of the late 
Haydn Masses.

Nevertheless, the choral parts in the 9th 
Symphony as well as his greatest cho-
ral-symphonic work, the Missa solem-
nis, place extremely high demands on 
the singers performing (although there 
are many cantabile passages even in the 
Missa solemnis!), and has continued until 
now to influence the reputation of Beet-
hoven as mentioned earlier. The extreme 
ranges in this work do not represent a 
lack of craftsmanship, but a clear com-
positional intention, something which is 
often ignored: the contrasts in the Missa 
solemnis are an essential element of the 
work! In addition it should be taken into 
consideration that later, other composers 
too – from Berlioz through Liszt to Mahler 
and Reger – sometimes demanded the ut-
most from their choral singers. Were these 
composers as strongly criticized as Beet-
hoven for having no idea about singing? 
In this respect Beethoven and composing 
for chorus fit together very well and it is 
worth examining his choral output as a 
whole!

A very popular work even during Beet-
hoven’s lifetime was Meeres Stille und 
Glückliche Fahrt (Calm Sea and Pros-
perous Voyage) op. 112 (Carus 10.395). 
Beethoven set Goethe’s two-verse poem 
in striking fashion: the first part (poco 
sostenuto – but alla breve time!) vividly 
describes the oppressive quiet and the 
vast expanse of the calm sea. In the lively 
second part Beethoven succeeds through 
music in depicting both the surging and 
strengthening of the sea as well as the 

inner joy and hope of the boatman who, 
thanks to the onset of wind, can hope for 
a rapid voyage home. Beethoven’s entire 
mastery is shown in the vocal writing for 
the chorus and in the skillful orchestration.

Another gem, performed much less of-
ten, is the Elegischer Gesang (Elegiac 
Song) op. 118 (Carus 10.396), a short, 
restrained choral movement with string 
accompaniment. Beethoven composed 
the work in memory of Eleonore von 
Pasqualati who had died at the age of 24. 
She was the wife of Johann Baptist Frei-
herr von Pasqualati with whom Beetho-
ven had a long friendship. Musically con-
densed phrases of great intensity await 
the listener, which again and again lead 

CANTABILE 
QUALITIES

Choral music by Beethoven

Beethoven is not primarily thought of as a composer of vocal music. 
But that raises the question, why not? The choral collection compiled 
by Jan Schumacher, containing well-known and unknown choral 
works by Beethoven as well as original transcriptions of his works by 
other composers, reveals much extremely attractive repertoire.

Beethoven Choral Collection
40 arrangements, SATB,  
partly with Pfte 
ed. Jan Schumacher  
Texts: German (often with singable  
English texts), Scottish, Latin

conductor’s score with CD 
 Carus 4.025

May 2019 
CD will be delivered July 2019
 
subscription price: 27.90 € 
valid through 30  June 2019

introductory price: 33.90 € 
valid through 30 November 2020 

editionchor
subscription price: ±9.90 € 
valid through 30  June 2019

introductory price: ±12.80 € 
valid through 30 November 2020

Chorbuch ∙ Choral Collection

40 choral works SATB
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into moments of softness and gentleness. 
The Elegischer Gesang may not be one of 
Beethoven’s major works, but it is a jew-
el well worth discovering. Together with 
the vocal and instrumental parts a piano 
part has been handed down which can 
be used as an alternative to string quar-
tet. The Elegischer Gesang is included in 
the Beet hoven Choral Collection in this 
version.

Qualitatively there is no doubt about Bee-
thoven as a choral composer; it is only in 
terms of quantity that his output for choir 
cannot compare with composers such as 
Haydn, Mozart, Handel, or Bach. In pub-
lishing a volume of Beethoven’s choral 
music, this situation at first seemed to be 
a problem. But of course there are can-
ons, shorter choral movements and a few 
of his Scottish songs, as well as excerpts 
from incidental music (König Stephan 
[King Stephen], Die Ruinen von Athen 
[The Ruins of Athens]), and his oratorio 
Christus am Ölberge (The Mount of Ol-
ives), all of which undoubtedly contain 
exciting discoveries for such a choral col-
lection.

In addition, it is worth taking a look at 
arrangements of Beethoven’s works of 
a type common at the time. It is striking 
that the models for the arrangements 
are almost exclusively taken from Bee-
thoven’s instrumental works – no won-
der when we bear in mind that his slow 
movements always have a noble, cantabi-
le quality. Silcher’s Persischer Nacht gesang 
(based on the 2nd movement of the 7th 
Symphony) and the Hymne an die Nacht 
(based on the 2nd movement of the 
“Appassionata”) are two popular exam-
ples which are included in the Beethoven 
Choral Collection. Equally exciting are 
the discoveries of the Drei Aequale (orig-
inally for brass) – the versions of these ar-
ranged for chorus by Ignaz von Seyfried 
were sung at Beethoven’s funeral – and 
the Kyrie (after the first movement of 
the “Moonlight Sonata”) and Agnus Dei 
by Gottlob Benedict Bierey. Inspired by 
these arrangements, we commissioned 
further arrangements for the Beethoven 
Choral Collection. So alongside reworked 
versions of the popular Gellert Lieder,  
leading contemporary composers 

such as Heribert Breuer, Gunther Martin 
Göttsche, John Høybye, Giacomo Mez-
zalira, Christoph Müller or Peter Schindler 
have contributed new arrangements to 
the collection; arrangements from Clytus 
Gottwald and Jaakko Mäntyjärvi are also 
included.

All this goes to making the Beethoven 
Choral Collection a real treasure trove for 
all choirs which want to mark the 2020 
Beethoven anniversary, but beyond that, 
who also want to add a really worthwhile 
volume to their repertoire. Every church 
choir or choral society – up to major ca-
thedral choirs and ambitious chamber 
choirs – will find inspiration for exploring 
Beethoven’s vocal works in the Beethoven 
Choral Collection. And through this, we 
will succeed in achieving for Beethoven 
his well-deserved appreciation as a choral 
composer.

Jan Schumacher

Choral Fantasy op. 80 
full score, vocal score, choral score,  
complete orchestral parts
 Carus 10.394  9/2019 

Meeres Stille und Glückliche Fahrt op. 112 
Calm Sea and Prosperous Voyage
 Carus 10.395, full score 24.90 €,  
vocal score 10.90 €, choral score ±3.60 €,  
complete  orchestral parts 96.50 €

Elegiac Song op. 118 
full score, vocal score, choral score,  
complete orchestral parts 
 Carus 10.396

Kyrie based on the first movement  
of the “Moonlight Sonata“
choir and orchestra 
 Carus 28.009 5/2019 
full score, choral score, complete orchestral parts
choir and organ 
 Carus 28.009/45 5/2019
full score, choral score

vocal

Excellence in Choral Music

Kammerchor Stuttgart
Hofkapelle Stuttgart

Frieder Bernius

SOPRANO
Carus Choir Coach 

Ludwig van Beethoven (1770–1827)

Messe in C op. 86

DDD | GEMA 
Carus 40.688/91

4 009350 736771

1  Kyrie  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 04:05 3
2   Coach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 04:05
3   Coach in Slow Mode  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 05:43

4  Gloria . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 08:28 10
5   Coach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 08:28
6   Coach in Slow Mode  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11:51

7  Credo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10:39 28
8   Coach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10:39
9   Coach in Slow Mode  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14:55

10  Sanctus  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 02:41 49
11   Coach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 02:41
12   Coach in Slow Mode  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 03:46

13  Benedictus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 05:31 54
14   Coach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 05:31
15   Coach in Slow Mode  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 07:43

16  Agnus Dei  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 06:23 67
17   Coach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 06:23
18   Coach in Slow Mode  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 08:56

  Dauer Seite*
  Duration Page*
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Maria Keohane, Soprano · Margot Oitzinger, Alto
Thomas Hobbs, Tenore · Sebastian Noack, Basso

Kammerchor Stuttgart
Hofkapelle Stuttgart

Frieder Bernius

Ludwig van

BEETHOVEN
Messe in C

op. 86

SOPRANO
The Carus Choir Coach offers choir singers the 
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When I sang Beethoven’s Mass in C for the first time 
at the age of 18 in a school choir, I was immedi-
ately captivated by the magnificent music. Inspired 
by the idea that “if that is Beethoven’s ‘little’ mass, 
how grandiose must the Missa solemnis then be!?”, 
I bought myself a recording of the Missa solemnis 
straight away, listened to it immediately at home, and 
was stunned by it. What kind of a piece was that sup-
posed to be?

Just under ten years later I found 
myself having to confront the 
Missa solemnis again, this time re-
hearsing and working on sections 
of the piece with a choir – a choir 
which, to my mind, was not up 
to the demands of the score (but 
under the circumstances there was 
“no escape” from the project for 
me).

My awe and even fear of the work 
was reinforced at the beginning 
of the rehearsals by the rehearsal 
weekend. To date it has remained 
the only rehearsal weekend of my 
entire life in which no perceptible 
improvement occurred between 
arriving on Friday and leaving on Sunday: the choir 
left for home on Sunday as baffled as they had ar-
rived on Friday.

But the breakthrough came in the next regular re-
hearsal! What had been learned at the weekend had 
sunk in, and suddenly the singers understood the “Et 
vitam” fugue! Suddenly the majestic shone through 
in the Kyrie! Suddenly the seemingly disparate sec-
tions of the Agnus Dei fitted together to form a 
whole. The concert was ultimately a success – and to 
this day the choir’s enthusiasm for the Missa solemnis 
knows no limits.

These thoughts would naturally not be appearing un-
der the heading “Favorite Works” if I had not gone 
on to share this enthusiasm since then. The Missa 
solemnis, which Beethoven himself described as his 
“greatest work” (and in this case this statement is 
absolutely credible, despite the composer’s aggres-
sive self-promotion in his correspondence with his 
publishers), is a testimony to his years of wrestling 

with sacred music, with liturgical 
texts and their interpretation, and his 
own personal approach to faith. We 
feel that Beethoven was immersed in 
these matters in every measure. And, 
as with his symphonic and chamber 
music output, this work is complete-
ly new, but without completely up-
setting the genre in music-historical 
terms. Rather, it is a further develop-
ment and elevation of the existing. 
And although in his interpretation of 
the text, Beethoven allows the most 
extreme musical differences to follow 
on from each other in rapid succes-
sion, the work is nevertheless com-
pletely unified in itself.

I once read that Beethoven had con-
sciously composed the Missa solem-

nis with such high demands because faith itself (or 
the consideration of it?) pushed everyone to his or 
her limits. Beethoven wanted to make this directly 
perceptible for both performers and audience.

It remains open as to whether this holds true – at 
any rate it was his aim “to awaken religious feel-
ings amongst the singers and listeners”, and it can 
be said that he succeeded in this. The study of the 
Missa solemnis can be uplifting for anyone! And so 
Beethoven’s words, which he wrote at the top of the 
autograph of his score, are also fulfilled: “From the 
heart – may it return to the heart.”

Missa solemnis op. 123
 

ed. Ernst Herttrich 
 Carus 40.689
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In Passiontide Bach’s major works al-
ways dominate concert programs. But 
with Beethoven’s Passion oratorio The 

Mount of Olives a truly worthwhile alter-
native is waiting to be discovered world-
wide, not only with the original German 
singing text. The new Carus edition 
therefore has included a singable English 
translation.

With this oratorio, Beethoven succeeded 
firstly in building on the 18th century tra-
dition, and secondly in putting his own 
personal stamp on the nascent genre of 
German-language oratorio, only a few 
years after the Vienna performances 
of Joseph Haydn’s Die Schöpfung (The 
Creation) and Die Jahreszeiten (The 
Seasons). As well as this, the work looks 
towards contemporary opera; because 
Beethoven was appointed house com-
poser to the Theater an der Wien at the 
beginning of 1803, and opera perfor-
mances could not take place during the 
following Passiontide, he initially devoted 
himself to composing the oratorio, using 
a text by an opera librettist. Shortly after 
its premiere in April of that year, he went 
on to compose his only opera, Leonore.

We would not be doing justice to Beetho-
ven’s Christus am Ölberge if we merely 
regarded it as a successor work to Graun’s 
Der Tod Jesu or even Bach’s St. Matthew 

Passion, for it is less characterized by re-
ligious devotion, let alone a depiction of 
the biblical Passion story. Rather, here, the 
specific situation of the doubting Jesus in 
the Garden of Gethsemane and his arrest 
are dramatically portrayed in music. The 
plot encompasses the short scenes, from 
Jesus’s plea for strength for the imminent 
Passion to his capture by the soldiers. The 
extremely human and emotional portray-
al of Christ found in the relevant Gospel 
texts becomes the center of Franz Xaver 
Huber’s much-criticized libretto (partly 
with justification), and Beethoven uses 
musical means to transmit this experience 
of different emotional states in a unique 
and, for him, characteristic way to the lis-
teners. This is accomplished in the frame-
work of a traditional sequence of recita-
tives, arias and choruses (often divided 
several times) through motifs, harmony 
and dynamics, but above all through the 
orchestral treatment. The lament, the al-
most despairing fear, the powerless ter-
ror, the despairing anger, and the prophe-
sy of the victorious redemption culminate 
in jubilant praise. The “through the night 
into the light drama” so characteristic of 
Beethoven is thus also evident in his or-
atorio. And so, not without reason, the 
role of Jesus is not sung as it usually is 
by a calm, serene bass, but instead by a 
dramatic, heroic tenor.  

This makes Christus am Ölberge a rath-
er different Passion oratorio, one which 
 creates a lasting impression through Beet-
hoven’s unique musical language. It out-
lines in dramatic fashion, by using a small 
section from the Passion story, a true cos-
mos of human feelings, and in its musical 
form it is without doubt unique in the his-
tory of vocal-instrumental sacred music. 
Beethoven’s oratorio, written in just 14 
days according to the composer, remains 
his only work in this genre, despite fur-
ther requests and plans.

The Carus-Verlag edition is based on the 
first printed authorized edition of 1811. 
The only extant copies made before the 
first printed edition (both with autograph 
annotations and additions) were consult-
ed as secondary sources.

Clemens Harasim

A DIFFERENT 
PASSION ORATORIO

The Mount of Olives (Christus am Ölberge)

full score will be 
published  
in April 2019, 
performance 
material in  
Summer 2019

vocal
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Hardly any other musical genre seems to be as difficult 
to get to grips with as folk. English writers used this 
term at the end of the 19th century to describe songs, 
ballads, and dances which were distinct from the art 

music of church and court, but which were also separate from 
the rising commercial popular music. These songs and ballads 
were sung in inns, at village fetes as well as in the home, largely 
by older generations, and differed from well-known art music in 
their rhythmic elasticity and often modal, unharmonized melo-
dies. 

The collectors of this time – including the British musicians Cecil 
Sharp, Ralph Vaughan Williams, and the Australian born Percy 
Grainger – wanted to document the old songs, dances, and bal-
lads which they felt were dying out, and present them to a new 
public; Sharp to his pupils, and Vaughan Williams to his concert 

public. And they were not the first with this interest. In preceding 
centuries too, folk songs had aroused the interest and inspiration 
of composers and poets: Blow thy horn hunter brought country 
life to the stage as theater music for the court of Henry VIII of 
England. A round of three country dances in one from one of 
the first printed collections with songs from town and country-
side, arranged by Thomas Ravenscroft in 1611 in the version 
well-known to us, shows a maypole dance song from a typical 
village fete. And Come live with me and be my love, to a poem 
attributed to Christopher Marlowe, published in a comprehen-
sive treatise on angling in 1653, brings to life an encounter with 
a milkmaid.

These examples enable us to recognize the variety of ways in 
which the music of everyday social life was used from early on. 
In this process the texts were often subject to their own devel-

Folk songs and their transmission

TAKEN FROM REAL LIFE

The often centuries-old folk songs of the British Isles are a colorful reflection of the 
everyday social life of their time: May dances, hunting songs, and of course countless 
diverse tales of love affairs. In the process the songs give clues about the past not only 
through their texts, but there is also an exciting story about the development of each 
song.
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Folk Songs.
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British 
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Folk Songs
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Calmus Ensemble
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“He refrained from including verses in his prin-
ted version which hinted at extra-marital af-
fairs and excessive consumption of alcohol.“

opment, resulting from the difference be-
tween the way they were performed and 
the way they were written down, amongst 
other things. For particularly at the time of 
Queen Victoria and King Edward, when 
documenting songs, attention was given 
primarily to the melodies, but when they 
were originally performed it was the text 
which was of paramount importance. And 
with the transmission of texts, collectors 
back then were far less conscientious. 
Here, it was not necessarily just about pre-
serving the “original”, but in each case the 
content was adapted to suit the collector’s 
intentions. An example of this is the song 
I’m seventeen come Sunday. Sharp, who 
wanted to introduce his pupils to the folk 
song repertoire, but at the same time did 
not want to abandon his moral and ped-
agogical values, refrained from including 
verses in his printed version which hint-
ed at extra-marital affairs and excessive 
consumption of alcohol. By contrast, his 
colleague Percy Grainger had fewer reser-
vations and notated a clearly more earthy 
historical version. But the social and moral 
constraints of the time are also clear here: 
even Grainger’s printed version for choir 
and brass ensemble omits one of the com-

promising verses. But since this is available 
to us in his own hand, the entertaining 
ballad has been included in the new choral 
collection with its full text in a new setting 
by Carsten Gerlitz.
 
The handing down of folk songs is not 
just an oral tradition. The advent of book 
printing in the 15th century also enabled 
the production of individual handbills 
through which popular songs and ballads 
were circulated. But no music was included 
in these prints, and so the same texts were 
often sung to quite different melodies. 
There was a looser connection between 
text and melody; this is clear in songs 
where a differing number of syllables or 
words in the individual verses meant that 
the melody had to be adapted to fit, as, 
for example, in the song There were three 
ravens.

But there are also exceptions to the rule 
with regards to the cohesion of text and 
melody. Nowhere is the heart of the Scot-
tish people better reflected than in the po-
ems and songs of Robert Burns. And for 
Burns, the melody was to the fore. He col-

lected traditional Scottish tunes, and when 
they lacked a text he wrote a poem to fit. 
This is probably how A rosebud by my ear-
ly walk was created, which is sung to the 
melody “The Shepherd’s wife”.  

The material circulated was by professional 
composers and poets as well as amateurs. 
Many songs had their origins in pleasure 
grounds or on the stage. What led them 
to end up as folk songs is the journey they 
then embarked upon, when songs by ordi-
nary people were taken up, sung further, 
and modified, something which gave a 
completely new independent existence for 
these songs. Steve Roud, who has recent-
ly published an extensive examination of 
folk songs in their social-historical context, 
summarizes this process in one sentence: 
“It is not the origin of a song which makes 
it ‘folk’ but what the ‘folk’ do with it”.

The choral settings appear to limit this in-
dependent existence again and to rob the 
folk songs of their freedom, for the very 
act of harmonization represents a certain 
‘defining’ of the piece. Sharp recalled no 
longer being able to recognize the origi-
nal in these, like folk singers whose har-

monized versions of their own songs are 
played back to them. But even as choral 
settings, folk songs offer us an insight into 
a music history which is otherwise fleeting 
and is difficult to grasp. For folk songs can 
fall into oblivion again just as quickly as 
they once achieved popularity. But more 
importantly, with each writing down and 
each new arrangement, a little bit more 
of the colorful past of this unique genre is 
preserved and wakened to a new life.

Mirjam James

The LIEDERPROJEKT invites 
you on a musical journey of 
discovery following the path of 
traditional folk songs! 

Editor Mirjam James has rese-
arched the musical traditions of 
the British Isles from way before 
the Beatles, and has compiled 
a superb selection of folk songs 
from England, but also from 
Wales, Scotland and Irland, 
making a wonderful choral col-
lection. These songs have often 
been handed down in choirs 
over the centuries. 

The Calmus Ensemble has been 
on a musical journey round the 
world. Folk songs from five 
continents, superbly arranged 
for this outstanding vocal quin-
tet, can be heard on this year’s 
LIEDERPROJEKT CD.

Calmus 
Ensemble
Calmus 
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TOP NOTES  
FROM KÖTHEN

E
xactly 300 years ago, the year 1719 
began at the Köthen court with the 
first performance of the cantata 
Die Zeit, die Tag und Jahre macht 

BWV 134a by Johann Sebastian Bach.
Just a few weeks before, on 10 December 
1718, the cantata Der Himmel dacht auf 
Anhalts Ruhm und Glück BWV 66a had 
been performed for the first time on the 
birthday of Leopold von Anhalt-Köthen – 
two of the few vocal compositions from 
Bach’s time as court Kapellmeister in 
Köthen which can be dated. 

As the “a” in the BWV numbers indi-
cates, these cantatas are “forerunners” of 
the later sacred cantatas from the Leipzig 
period. All in all, very few vocal works 
survive from the Köthen years 1717 to 
1723. Almost without exception these are 
fragmentary surviving copies, mainly in 
combination with the later sacred version; 

sometimes the Köthen model can only 
be deduced from corresponding textual 
passages. 

In his first Leipzig cycle of cantatas Bach 
made considerable re-use of older com-
positions. Overwhelmingly it was Weimar 
cantatas which, adapted to the conditions 
in Leipzig, he performed anew here. But 
the secular cantatas from his Köthen peri-
od were also integrated into the first yearly 
cycle in sacred parody versions: so on the 
second and third days of Easter, and the 
second and third days of Whitsun, cor-
responding reworkings were performed 
with BWV 66, BWV 134, BWV 173 and 
BWV 184.

However, Bach’s first recourse to a 
Köthen composition was in 1723. The 
cantata Höchsterwünschtes Freudenfest 
BWV 194 was performed for the first 

time at the consecration of the new-
ly-built Zacharias Hildebrandt organ in 
Störmthal, south of Leipzig, probably on 
2 November. Just a few high instrumen-
tal parts survive from the original Köthen 
work. From these we know the sequence 
of movements of the Köthen model with 
its six arias and five recitatives, but not 
their texts. Five of the six arias were in-
corporated into the Störmthal cantata, 
including the opening chorus (“aria” here 
refers to the form of the text), and the 
sixth aria was omitted. As the writing in 
the autograph manuscript suggests, the 
recitatives very probably also came from 
Köthen. Probably only the two chorale 
movements were newly composed. Bach 
then included the cantata in his repertoire 
for the Sundays of the church year and 
performed it again at Trinity 1724; further 
performances – always slightly altered 
– followed.

Johann Sebastian Bach’s Leipzig parody cantatas 

With his cantatas performed in Leipzig, particularly at the outset, Bach often drew on 
already-existing works. In the process he transformed originally secular occasional 

compositions into sacred cantatas, thereby ensuring their continued use. The cantatas 
which are based on his Köthen works have a particular idiosyncracy which continues 

to preoccupy musicians today.

Heavenly ledger 
lines: “Des Höchs-
ten Glanz“, bass 
aria from BWV 194 
(detail from the 
autograph)
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As the first reworking of a Köthen work, 
the cantata for the Störmthal organ dedi-
cation shows particularly strikingly a prob-
lem common to almost all cantatas with 
Köthen precursors: the tessitura of the vo-
cal parts is extremely high. The writing for 
the basses is overwhelmingly at the upper 
end of their range: straight away the first 
entry of the basses – a fugue theme – be-
gins with a high f1 , but the range even goes 
up to g1. And Bach sends the sopranos up 
to c3. For the version for Trinity, Bach re-
duced the problem a little by writing the 
bass line differently in the recitatives, but 
in the opening chorus, the bass aria and 
in the last bass recitative the extreme tes-
situra remains; the other arias and recita-
tives are high, but not so extremely high. 
Although it is possible to get by in the bass 
arias with a tenor, that does not help the 
choir basses very much.

The other cantatas with Köthen roots 
also have high tessituras, but no-
where near as extreme. This affects 

the bass particularly often, for example in 
the final chorus of the cantata BWV 184. 
But the tenor (BWV 134) and the soprano 
(BWV 173) are also unusually stretched. 
The reason for the high tessitura may be 
found in the low Köthen ‘Kammerton’, or 
concert pitch. Bach probably underestimat-
ed the resulting problems at the Störmthal 
performance of BWV 194 (or he had no 
opportunity to deal with them), and with 
later reworkings from Köthen cantatas it 
seems probable to me that when rework-
ing the piece, Bach adapted the vocal 
ranges directly – wherever possible – as he 
also did, albeit somewhat half-heartedly, 
subsequently with BWV 194.

While the later parodies of Köthen mod-
els do indeed challenge the singers con-
siderably – however all in all achievable 
– but BWV 194 exceeds the limits; f1  (in 
exposed passages) and g1 are as difficult 
for the basses to reach as the c3  for an 
average choir soprano. At the pitch of a1 

=440 Hz (or higher) this is impossible, but 
also at a1 =415 Hz the cantata is in fact too 
high. How can this be resolved? A trans-
position downwards does not work be-
cause of the instrumental parts: the oboes 
and violin parts reach the lowest notes of 
their ranges several times. If we want to 
transpose, we also have to re-compose, 
and with the violins this is often also in 
conspicuous places. In Störmthal Bach 

demanded a high tessitura of his singers, 
but for a performance in Leipzig – if we 
interpret the evidence correctly – not only 
were the high notes changed, but the or-
gan part was put a semitone downwards, 
too; Bach also wrote “tief Cammerthon” 
(low concert pitch) on the parts, indicating 
the orchestral parts should be tuned lower.

This may also be the best solution today. 
As oboes at a1 =392 Hz are no longer that 
unusual, I would recommend performing 
this cantata as a whole at this low Kam-
merton (concert pitch), that is I would also 
encourage the strings to tune down. Even 
then c3  and g1  remain high notes; com-
pared with our “everyday tuning” these 
would “only” be b flat2 and f1 ; the f1  of-
ten used in the bass becomes an almost 
bearable e flat1 . We only have to trans-
pose the organ part, depending on the 
pitch by a minor second to a minor third. 
But it is worth the effort for this far-too-
seldom performed cantata. The work can 
then be combined – true to style – with, 
for example, some of Bach’s instrumental 
music from Köthen.

Uwe Wolf

Would you like to perform Cantata 
BWV 194 with a transposed organ 
part? We will happily support you with 
adapted material for your  performance! 
uwolf@carus-verlag.com

Dr. Uwe Wolf has been Chief Editor of Carus- 
Verlag since 2011, after holding various posi-
tions in Bach research for over 20 years. The 
Complete Edition of the Sacred Vocal Works 
of J. S. Bach was published by Carus under his 
direction, with the edition concluded in 2017. 
He considers it essential to make the results of 
scholarship usable for practical performance.

J. S. Bach  
The Sacred Vocal Music

Complete Edition in 23 Volumes

Edited by Ulrich Leisinger and  
Uwe Wolf in collaboration with the 
Bach-Archiv Leipzig

full scores in 3 slip cases
 Carus 31.500  
introductory price 629.00 €  
valid through 31.1.2019 
from 1.2.2019    769.00 €

see page 2

Johann Sebastian Bach (1685–1750) 
Höchsterwünschtes Freudenfest 
Welcome joyous festal day 
Cantata for Trinity Sunday BWV 194 
ed. Tobias Rimek
 Carus 31.194, full score 32.00 €, 
vocal score 10.80 €,  
choral score ±�3.95 €  
complete orchestral parts 95.00 €

Johann Sebastian

BACH
Höchsterwünschtes Freudenfest

Welcome joyous festal day
BWV 194

Carus  31.194

Stuttgarter Bach-Ausgaben
Urtext

C

Bach’s complete sacred vocal works 
are now available in modern Urtext 
editions, together with performance 
material. For all cantatas study scores 
are also available.

Bach vocal
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Singing in the open air

“It is the most natural music of all when 
four people go out together in the 
woods or in a rowing boat, and carry 
the music with them and inside them”, 
wrote Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy on 
1 August 1839 to his friend Klingemann. 
The previous year Mendelssohn had 
published his first collection of Sechs 
Lieder für Sopran, Alt, Tenor und Bass 
op. 41 and added a postscript to these 
which made clear his intentions with 
regard to the choral songs: “Im Freien 
zu singen” („To sing in the open air“). 
With this he literally meant “under an 
open sky” in contrast to the concert 
hall; he was thinking of cultured social 
gatherings such as he had experienced 
in his parents’ park-like garden in Berlin 
or at a woodland fete near Frankfurt, 
where singers and listeners had enjoyed 
his songs, along with fruit, juice, and 
wine. The songs were intended to be in 
harmony with nature in their content and 
their style. Most of his songs for mixed 
choir are based on nature poetry; Men-
delssohn particularly loved spring with all 
its connotations of renewal, awakening, 
song, and love. His second collection of 
choral songs op. 48 (1840) contains two 
magnificent spring songs –  Früh-
lingsahnung and  Frühlingsfeier after 
 poems by Ludwig Uhland. The forest 

stands programmatically at the beginning 
of the first song collection, here as a 
place of longing for the city dweller who 
envies the birds free in the forest; this is 
very similar to the famous  Abschied 
vom Walde/O Täler weit, o Höhen, 
which has become a folk song. Mendels-
sohn’s choral songs are suffused with 
the ideal of the “most natural music”, to 
be equated with the aesthetic of “noble 
simplicity”. Hence the strophic song 
form, triadic melodies and avoidance of 
counterpoint play a major role; but at 
the same time the songs are full of fine 
artistic interior structures. 

Ballads and romances

Mendelssohn’s friend Robert Schumann, 
undisputably one of the greatest masters 
of the solo song, also wrote numerous 
songs for choir which are surprisingly far 
too little known. Whereas lyric poetry 
played a major role in solo song, with 
choral songs Schumann concentrated 
more on narrative poetry. “With true 
passion I have begun to write a collection 
of ballads for choir; something which I 
believe does not yet exist”, he wrote in 
March 1848 to his publisher. Schumann 
laid claim to having created something 
new, probably specifically for the genre 

of songs for mixed choir. Narrative songs 
were already widespread for male voice 
choir, and of course in the solo songs 
of e.g. Carl Loewe. As early as the first 
of four collections of Romanzen und 
Balladen (op. 67) of 1849, Schumann 
demonstrated his varied approach to 
ballads: harmonically somber in the  

 König von Thule, ironically-jokey and 
written in dialog in  Schön-Rohtraut, 
and dramatic in  Ungewitter. The 
showpieces are Romanze vom spani-
schen Gänsebuben op. 145, no. 5 and 
Bänkelsänger Willi op. 146, no. 2. Here, 
Schumann used the term ‘romance’ 
instead of ‘ballad’ – the usual name for 
a verse genre from Romance languages 
based on old sagas or historical events, 
although he also included Scottish lyric 
poetry by Robert Burns. But despite the 
emphasis on rather folk-like narrative po-
etry in his choral writing, Schumann also 
drew on other kinds of poetry, e.g. in 
his Vier doppelchörige Gesänge op. 141 
(1849) with the opening piece  An 
die Sterne and Goethe’s  Talismane 
as the conclusion. With this harmonically 
audacious work, which does not use 
double-choir texture in a historicising 
manner and has nothing of the song- 
like, Schumann once again embarked on 
“completely undeveloped terrain”, as he 
wrote to his publisher.

THE MOST NATURAL  
MUSIC OF ALL  ...

An audio journey through the wonderful world
of Romantic choral songs

Carl Gustav Carus (1789 –1869): spring landscape near Leipzig
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Weltliche Chormusik
 a cappella und mit Klavier

_Carus  4.102

Heinrich von
Herzogenberg

     An audio journey with smartphone, tablet, or PC

This is how you can set off on your audio journey: scan the QR code below, or enter 
the web address into your browser. There you can find this audio journey with audio 
samples of the songs indicated in the text (recordings with the Kammerchor Stuttgart 
and Frieder Bernius, Kölner Kammerchor and Peter Neumann, Calmus Ensemble, en-
semble cantissimo and Markus Utz, and others).

If you want to sing the pieces yourself, all the music is available  
in collections or single editions.

We wish you much enjoyment on this virtual walk/audio journey!

Robert Schumann (1810–1856)
Works for mixed choir a cappella
ed. Günter Graulich

 Carus 4.113, choral collection 39.90 €

Music-making in  
the home

With the rapid rise of mixed-voice choral 
societies in the bourgeois era, choral 
song rapidly established itself as a genre 
and was enthusiastically cultivated by 
numerous composers. Although Men-
delssohn had avoided using the piano 
as accompaniment in his choral songs, 
as for him it “tasted too much of the 
 drawing room and the music cabinet”, 
an increasing number of secular songs 
with piano accompaniment were compo-
sed. Here, the composers did not always 
have the large concert hall in mind, but 
more especially musical evenings and 
entertainment in bourgeois households. 
From the 1860s onwards many quartets 
with piano were written; in this context 
Johannes Brahms’s vocal quartets with 
piano accompaniment (opp. 31, 92, 103, 
and 112) and especially his op. 64 
(  Der Abend from op. 64) were influ-
ential. The choral performance of such 
solo quartets was also customary with 
the Liebeslieder Waltzes op. 52 and the 
New Liebeslieder Waltzes op. 65 even 
during Brahms’s time, and was tolerated, 
albeit under protest, by the composer. 
The Brahms admirers Heinrich von Her-
zogenberg and Josef Gabriel Rheinber-
ger also wrote magnificent quartets, and 
we can gain an impression of these from 
such works as Herzogenberg’s 4 Nottur-
nos op. 22 (  no. 2: Die Nacht ist wie 
ein stilles Meer) or Rheinberger’s  

 Die Wasserfee op. 21 of 1869.

Folk song or  
“in folk style” 

For the development of the choral 
song in the wake of Mendelssohn and 
Schumann the aesthetic consideration 
of folk song was significant; this was 
associated with the folk song collections 
of the 19th century in which primacy 
was always given to the authenticity of 
the texts and melodies collected and to 
their artistic treatment. Feelings ran high 
because Anton Wilhelm von Zuccal-
maglio, in both his volumes Deutsche 
Volkslieder mit ihren Original-Weisen 
(1838/40), and the Tübingen composer 
Friedrich Silcher not only collected songs, 
but occasional ly also recreated works in 
folk style. Johannes Brahms remained 
quite relaxed about this: “I can quite 
easily distance myself from this argument 
– authentic or inauthentic”, he wrote in 
1894 to his friend Deiters, referring to his 
own folk song arrangements. For Brahms 
it was above all the quality of the text 
and the melody which counted, and he 
devoted himself from 1854 until shortly 
before his death to the arrangement of 

folk songs, including famous pieces such 
as  Da unten im Tale or the modally- 
influenced old song about  Schnitter 
Tod. However, Brahms published all his 
arrangements without opus numbers. 
Brahms’s admirer Heinrich von Herzo-
genberg was inspired to make numerous 
arrangements of sacred and secular folk 
songs by Böhme’s Altdeutsches Lieder-
buch (1877), in which he experimented 
with different approaches, even counter-
point. A beautiful example is  All mein 
Gedanken die ich hab.

Conversely Josef Gabriel Rheinberger, 
who had actually elevated the “natural” 
to a compositional principle and most 
definitely composed “in the folk style”, 
declined to arrange well-known folk 
songs. In his eyes folk songs were the 
realm of untrained singers; when they 
were sung by a “singer versed in art ... 
everything was without charm, all effect 
lost; it then sounded as if they were pro-
faned – like a bloom without dew” (he 
wrote on 26 September 1900 to Henri-
ette Hecker). Rheinberger’s preference 
was for nature poetry: “It lies above the 
silence of the forests, in the song of the 
birds, in the raging of the storm, in the 
depth of pain, in the idea of the grea-
test happiness and turns, consciously or 
unconsciously, time and time again to the 
eternal source of everything, to God”, he 
wrote in 1900. So above all it is nature 
poems which are found in his work, such 
as  Dennoch singt die Nachtigall (op. 
170, no. 5 of 1892) or  Die Quelle 
from op. 170. With these nature poems 
and his spring songs and nocturnes 
he – late in the century – connects with 
Mendelssohn, Schumann, and Brahms. 

Dr. Barbara Mohn has been an 
editor at Carus-Verlag since 1994.
She was director of the Editorial 
Office of the Rheinberger Comple-
te Edition from 2000 to 2008.

Johannes Brahms (1833–1897)
Liebeslieder-Walzer 

 Carus 40.211, full score 15.95 €,
choral score ±�4.50 €
carus music, the choir app

Josef Gabriel Rheinberger 
(1839–1901)
Secular music for mixed choir 
 Carus 50.261,  
choral collection 8.50 € 
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Secular choral music 
 Carus 4.102,  
choral collection 62.00 €
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Romantisches Repertoire für Chor, das sich zu entdecken lohnt: In Schumanns 
A-cappella-Chorliedern treffen die expressiven Melodien des Liedkomponisten 
Schumann auf einen harmonisch reichen, teils auch experimentellen Tonsatz. 
Auch wenn sie im heutigen Konzertleben eine weit geringere Rolle spielen 
als etwa die Werke von Mendelssohn oder Brahms, sind sie keineswegs zu 
unterschätzen. Über seine Balladen schrieb Schumann selbst, er habe sie „mit 
wahrer Passion“  geschaffen, in der Überzeugung, dass so etwas „noch nicht 
existiert“. Die überwiegend homophonen Chorlieder komponierte Schumann 
vor allem 1849 für den von ihm gegründeten „Verein für Chorgesang“ und 
den „Leipziger Liederkranz“.

Repertoire of romantic choral music worth discovering: In his unaccompanied 
choral songs, the expressive melodies of Schumann the song composer combine 
with a harmonically rich, sometimes even experimental composition. Though in 
current concert repertoire they are far less often performed than, for example, 
comparable works by Mendelssohn or Brahms, they should in no way be un-
derestimated. Schumann himself wrote that he had composed his ballads “with 
true passion,” in the belief works like this “did not yet exist.” Schumann com-
posed most of the choral songs, which are mainly homophonic, in 1849 for the 
“Verein für Chorgesang” founded by him and the “Leipzig Liederkranz.”
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“Requiem aeternam dona eis, domine” (Eternal rest, grant unto 
them, O Lord). Who does not inwardly hear Mozart’s setting 
of this work when reading the opening words of the Requiem 
Mass? Mozart’s unfinished Requiem is without doubt the best-
known work in the genre – a genre which encompasses more 
than half a millennium of polyphony and counterpoint, from the 
first surviving Missa pro defunctis by Ockeghem to the present 
day. Straight away in the Introit, 
from which the name “Requiem” 
derives, the purpose of the Re-
quiem Mass is clearly expressed: 
the plea for repose for the soul of 
the deceased. In this function the 
Requiem has been a component 
of church funeral and memorial 
services for centuries, that is, it 
served purely liturgical purposes. 
Only in the 19th century was it 
increasingly separated from the 
context of worship. Challenging 
works were composed which were 
intended for prestigious church 
occasions or even for the concert 
hall, such as the great Requiems 
by Berlioz, Verdi, and Dvořák. The 
Protestant composer Brahms went 
a step further and dispensed with 
the Latin mass text entirely in his 
Deutsches Requiem in favor of 
freely-chosen biblical texts which 
reflect dying and comfort the 
bereaved. Since then there have 
been numerous works which bear 
the title “Requiem”, but stand 
apart from the “Missa pro defunc-
tis” in text and function.

By contrast, the Requiem settings by the Catholic composers 
Anton Bruckner and Marco Enrico Bossi, both closely associated 
with the church, remain true to the liturgical framework, as do 
works by Rheinberger and Fauré. They were originally written 
for memorial services and are therefore limited not only in ex-
tent, but also in their choice of musical means. With the con-
sequence that even amateur or semi-professional performances 
can be extremely successful.

“It is not bad!” Anton Bruckner’s judgement, expressed in the 
last years of his life about the Requiem he wrote at the age of 
24, seems terse and somewhat distant. But the very fact that 
at this later point in his life, Bruckner once again made some 

small revisions to the work, makes it clear that he still identified 
with his first large-scale composition. The Requiem in D minor, 
a good half hour in length, was composed in 1848/49 in mem-
ory of Franz Sailer who had died suddenly. Sailer was notary of 
the St. Florian Monastery, and Bruckner worked for him at the 
time as a trainee teacher and organist. In Sailer, Bruckner lost a 
father-like friend and a benevolent patron. His Requiem was first 

performed in September 1849 in 
St. Florian on the first anniversary 
of Sailer’s death.

Not much of Bruckner’s later per-
sonal style can yet be recognized 
in the 24-year-old’s work. It is dis-
tinguished much more by a simple 
and transparent musical language, 
which is close to Viennese clas-
sicism and is influenced by the 
Requiems of Mozart and Michael 
Haydn. The melodic reminiscence 
of the “Requiem aeternam” at the 
beginning, as well as the choice 
of key, specifically recalls Mozart. 
The suggestion of the early Bruck-
ner biographer Max Auer that 
with this quotation, Bruckner had 
asked for “Mozart’s blessing in a 
manner of speaking” for his first 
major work, is not without its at-
traction.

The Requiem is richly colored, and 
written with a wide range of styles 
and scorings. The chorus is mainly 
in block-style homophonic writ-
ing, occasionally also in effective 
unison, but in the grand “Quam 

olim” double fugue Bruckner also demonstrates his contrapuntal 
skill. The “Hostias” movement, scored for four-part male-voice 
chorus accompanied only by trombones, has a quite special 
character. Short unaccompanied sections ensure a varied sonori-
ty. The solo parts, accompanied only by strings and organ, are 
distinguished by particularly graceful melodic phrases.

In 1887 Bernhard Deubler, the choirmaster at the St. Florian 
Monastery, expressed himself less reservedly than Bruckner did 
about the early work of a composer who had since gone on to 
become a famous symphonist: “The work has wonderful beau-
ties and demonstrates the existence of the powerful genius even 
in those years.”

Bruckner‘s Requiem and Bossis Missa pro defunctis 
– two 19th century Requiem settings

IN THE SPIRIT
OF THE MASTERS

Marco Enrico Bossi 
(1861–1925)
Missa pro defunctis 
op. 83
Coro SATB, (Harmo-
nium, Org) / 38 min
ed. Guido Johannes 
Joerg
 Carus 27.304,  
full score 32.00 €,  
choral score ±�10.95 € 
organ 17.95 €

(February 2019)

Marco Enrico
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Missa pro defunctis

op. 83

Carus  27.304ISMN M-007- 
CV 27.304 Carus
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Urtext

Die Kirchenmusik bildet den Mittelpunkt des kompositorischen Gesamtwerkes von Joseph 
Leopold Eybler, der 30 Jahre lang als Chordirektor im Schottenkloster in Wien tätig war, 
bevor er 1824 zum Wiener Hofkapellmeister ernannt wurde. Seinen großbesetzten Mess-
Vertonungen steht die Missa Sancti Alberti mit ihrem lyrisch-pastoralen Grundton gegen-
über; sie erinnert in Anlage, Umfang und Instrumentation an Franz Schuberts bekannte 
Messe in G-Dur. Bis auf zwei Soloquartette (auch aus dem Chor besetzbar) ist der Chor 
Hauptträger des musikalischen Geschehens; die konzentrierte Vertonung des Messtextes 
ist überwiegend homophon gestaltet. Ausgehend vom Streicherklang kann das Orches-
ter ad libitum mit zwei Oboen, zwei Fagotten, zwei Trompeten und Pauken angereichert 
werden, wodurch sich das Werk in seiner meisterlichen Orchestrierung präsentieren kann.

Church music was the focal point of the compositional output of Joseph Leopold Eybler, 
who for thirty years was the choral conductor at the Schottenkloster in Vienna, before 
being appointed Kapellmeister at the Court of Vienna. The Missa Sancti Alberti, with its 
fundamentally lyrical-pastoral character, stands in stark contrast to his large-scale settings 
of the Mass. In its design, scope and instrumentation it is reminiscent of Franz Schubert's 
well-known Mass in G major. With the exception of two solo quartets (which can also be 
performed by members of the choir), the choir plays the primary role in the performance 
of this work. Stylistically, the concentrated setting of the Mass text is predominantly 
homophonic. The setting of the Mass, starting with strings, can also be augmented, ad 
libitum, by adding Eybler's additional instrumental parts, consisting of two oboes, two 
bassoons, two trumpets and timpani to showcase his masterly orchestration.
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Requiem D minor 
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 Carus 27.320,  
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One had Mozart in mind, and the other Palestrina as a model. But even with their deep- 
rootedness in tradition, the Requiem settings by Bruckner and Bossi are thoroughly 
original representative works of their genre which are definitely worth discovering.
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The Requiem by Marco Enrico Bossi is also a very early work. 
Bossi wrote the Missa pro defunctis at the age of about 30, 
when he was teacher of organ and harmony at the Conservatory 
in Naples (born in Salò on Lake Garda, Bossi later worked in Ven-
ice, Bologna and Rome). Verdi’s praise for his young colleague 
dated from this time: “In Naples they have a great musician, 
Bossi, the best organist in Italy and perhaps even outside Italy”. 
Marco Enrico Bossi did indeed make history as one of the best 
organists in Italy. So it is not surprising that a major portion of his 
extensive compositional output, which Verdi likewise acknowl-
edged as masterly, is devoted to the organ. But the composer, 
who began his musical career in the 1880s as director of music at 
Como Cathedral, also composed many beautiful and charming 
choral works.

The Requiem, a good half an hour in length, won a composi-
tion competition, and received its premiere on 19 January 1893 
at the Pantheon in Rome. This is the place which became the 
burial place of the first Italian kings after the unification of It-
aly. The four-part Missa pro defunctis, which even contained 
a few sections by Giovanni Tebaldini in this early version, was 
performed in a memorial service for King Vittorio Emanuele II. 
Bossi later replaced Tebaldini’s sections with his own, and also 
added an ad libitum accompaniment for organ or harmonium; 
this occasionally contributes to the fullness of sound, but in so 
doing is restricted to supporting the choral voices and can make 
a performance considerably easier. Bossi’s complete version of 
the Missa was in turn performed at the Pantheon in 1906, this 
time to commemorate King Umberto I who had been murdered 
a few years earlier. 

In the Missa pro defunctis we can hear that Bossi was close to 
the Cecilian movement; this was the 19th century movement 
for the restoration of sacred music which aimed to give dignity 
and seriousness back to church music in Italy, which had been 
infiltrated by operatic forms of expression. Characteristic of this 
restoration movement is the recourse to contrapuntal vocal po-
lyphony of the Renaissance. The many imitative vocal entries 
recall Palestrina and his contemporaries, as does the constant 
alternation between polyphonic and homophonic sections. The 
Missa is not merely a stylistic copy, but in its blended sound, 
finds space for harmonic boldness and a modest modernity, 
while never jeopardising its pleasing sound and singability.

The similarities between the Requiem settings by Anton Bruck-
ner and Marco Enrico Bossi do not extend beyond their liturgical 
purpose. Composed at a distance of almost half a century, and 
created under completely different conditions, these Requiem 
settings invoke quite different traditions – Viennese classicism 
on the one hand, and the vocal polyphony of the Renaissance 
on the other – and thereby represent two different facets of the 
widely varied 19th century Requiem repertoire.

Ute Brüdermann

Johann Michael Haydn 
Requiem in C minor 
MH 155 
 Carus 50.321 

Luigi Cherubini 
Requiem in C minor
 
 Carus 40.086

Joseph Gabriel 
Rheinberger 
Requiem in E flat major 
 Carus 50.084 

Wolfgang Amadeus 
Mozart
Requiem KV 626 
version by Süßmayr 

 
 Carus 51.626
version by Robert Levin 
(1993)  
 Carus 51.626/50
version by Richard 
Maunder (1986) 
 Carus 40.630 

Gabriel Fauré
Requiem op. 48 
 
version for small orche-
stra (1889)
 Carus 27.311
version for symphony 
orchestra (1900)
 Carus 27.312

Charles Gounod 
Requiem 
 Carus 27.315

Johannes Brahms
Ein deutsches Requiem 
 
 Carus 27.055
arrangement for cham-
ber ensemble 
 Carus 27.055/50

Giuseppe Verdi 
Messa da Requiem 

 Carus 27.303 
version for small 
 ensemble 
 Carus 27.303/50

Venues of the premieres: Linz, St. Florian Monastery (above),  
and Rome, the Pantheon (below, at the time of the premiere)
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SEDUCTIVE 
TIMBRES

It is possible that Charles-Marie Widor 
inherited an inventive spirit: at any 
event, his mother’s family tree boasted 

several personalities renowned for inno-
vative achievements, such as the brothers 
Montgolfier, the inventors of the hot air 
balloon. Widor’s musical career was cer-
tainly determined by his father, organiste 

titulaire of the Saint-François-de-Sales 
church as well as being active as a pianist, 
composer and music teacher, and a highly 
esteemed musician. It was from him that 
Widor received his first organ lessons. Al-
ready in 1855, when he was an 11-year-
old pupil at the Collège des Jésuites in 
Lyon, he became organist of the chapel 

at the Collège and regularly deputized for 
his father at Saint-François-de-Sales. The 
organ builder Aristide Cavaillé-Coll – a 
friend of the family – played an important 
role in furthering Widor‘s career. In 1863, 
thanks to Cavaillé-Coll’s intervention, 
Widor spent some time in Brussels, where, 
among others, he studied the organ with 

The series A makes a representative 
selection of the great symphonic organ 
works of Widor available for the first 
time in modern Urtext editions. The pri-
mary source in each case is the last edi-
tion published during Widor’s lifetime, 
together with any corrections made by 
the composer after publication. Earlier 
editions have also been consulted for 
the clarification of any variant readings.  
Tips by the editor Georg Koch on the 
performance of particular passages also 
provide valuable stimuli for interpreta-
tions.

Charles-Marie Widor 
(1844–1937)

175th anniversary of birth

Symphonie II op. 13 no. 2  
 Carus 18.178, 39.00 €

Symphonie IV op. 13 no. 4  
 Carus 18.177, 39.00 €

Symphonie V op. 42 no. 1  
 Carus 18.179, 29.95 € 

Symphonie VI op. 42 no. 2  
 Carus 18.176, 46.00 €

Symphonie Romane op. 73 
 Carus 18.180, in preparation 

Great organ works

The Organ Symphonies of Charles-Marie Widor
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Jacques-Nicolas Lemmens with particular 
focus on the interpretation and study of 
Bach‘s compositions. 

At the end of the 1860s, Widor moved 
to Paris where, in January 1870 at the 
age of only 25, he was appointed organ-
ist of the large Cavaillé-Coll organ of the 
Saint-Sulpice parish church as successor 
to Louis James Alfred Lefébure-Wély who 
had died a short while previously. Once 
again, Cavaillé-Coll had exerted his in-
fluence and had (together with Charles 
Gounod and Camille Saint-Saëns) inter-
ceded with the church council for Widor‘s 
appointment. Originally the appointment 
was limited to a year, but – in spite of the 
fact that this provisional arrangement was 
never rescinded – Widor remained organ-
ist at Saint-Sulpice for almost 64 years.

Cavaillé-Coll’s profound influence on 
Widor‘s musical development was not 
restricted to these interventions. It was 
above all the organs which Cavaillé-Coll 
built in Paris – milestones in the devel-
opment of the French symphonic organ 
– whose significance for Widor‘s compo-
sitional work cannot be overestimated. At 
that time, the organ of Saint-Sulpice, built 
in 1862, was one of the largest organs in 
the world. Widor himself reported the in-
spiring effect of its sound: “If I had not ex-
perienced the seduction of these timbres 
or the mystical attraction of this surge of 
sound, I would never have written organ 
music.” Widor self-confidently named his 
large scale organ works “Symphonies”. 
With regard to the distinctive interaction 
between symphonic organ, organ per-
formance and organ composition these 
works were successors to César Franck‘s 
Grande Pièce Symphonique: published 
in 1868, this was the first French organ 
composition to draw on the symphonic 
character, both in its dimensions and with 
respect to the organ’s orchestral sonori-
ties. 

An initial series of four organ sympho-
nies was published by J. Maho in 1872 
as op. 13. Widor’s pupil Louis Vierne 
commented over 30 years later: “It is 
the greatest monument ever erected to 
the glory of the organ since J. S. Bach.” 
In 1879, Maho’s successor Hamelle pub-
lished the Symphonies V and VI with the 
opus number 42 as the first part of a se-
ries which, once again, contained four 
works. These symphonies, furnished with 
initial revisions and augmented by Sym-
phonies VII and VIII, were reissued in 
1887. Moreover, Widor initiated a reprint 
of Symphonies I–IV as part of the 1887 
edition, albeit in some parts in extensively 
revised form. Widor concluded his sym-
phonic organ oeuvre with the Symphonie 

Gothique op. 70, published by Schott in 
Mainz in 1895 and the Symphonie Ro-
mane op. 73, published by Hamelle in 
1900.

Widor’s symphonies are not so 
much symphonies in the prop-
er sense as rather large-scale 

suites. In spite of their multi-movement 
structures, they hardly orient themselves 
after the symphonic form as the concept 
of a coherent whole. This is demonstrated 
among others by the complete absence 
of sonata form in the first four sympho-
nies. In the Symphonies op. 42, howev-
er, an approach to symphonic form and 
style in the above sense can be observed. 
Thus the individual movements here dis-
play a more extended structure which is 
associated with higher demands on the 
performer. Only from the Symphonie 
VII onwards do intermovemental, cyclic 
connections become apparent. Widor 
makes use of motives from the Gregori-
an Christmas introit Puer natus est in two 
movements of the Symphonie Gothique, 
and the cyclic connection of all the move-
ments of the Symphonie Romane is based 
on the Gregorian Haec dies, which is the 
Easter Sunday Gradual. First and fore-
most, the symphonic character is based 
upon its close connection to the sym-
phonic organ with its extended sonorous 
possibilities. It was Widor’s intention to 
establish a body of sound equal to that 
of the Romantic orchestra and, with this 
in mind, to shape the sonorities of his or-
gan symphonies. Hence, Widor’s organ 
works are closely tied to the sound of the 
French symphonic-Romantic organ as de-
veloped by Cavaillé-Coll. As he stated in 
the foreword to his organ symphonies: 
“The modern organ is thus symphonic in 
essence. The new instrument demands 
a new language, an ideal differing from 
scholastic polyphony.”

In 1890 Widor was appointed organ 
teacher at the Paris Conservatoire as suc-
cessor to César Franck, who had died on 
8 November. Following the example of his 
teacher Lemmens, Widor fundamentally 
restructured organ teaching, focusing on 
the interpretation of Bach’s works. Widor 
is considered the founder of the “French 
organ school”; among many important 
organ personalities, his students included 
Louis Vierne, Charles Tournemire, Mar-
cel Dupré and Albert Schweitzer – whom 
Widor encouraged to write his Bach bio-
graphy. On 1 October 1896, Widor took 
over the composition class from Théodore 
Dubois who had been appointed director. 
In contrast to his previous activity as or-
gan teacher, Widor was not able to leave 
a similar lasting impression as a composi-
tion teacher.

Nowadays, Widor is mostly recognized as 
a composer of organ music, often known 
only for the Toccata of his fifth Symphonie. 
His complete oeuvre, however, includes 
almost all musical genres: piano music, 
chamber music, symphonies, operas, bal-
lets, church music – including the Mass 
op. 36 for two choirs and two organs –, 
songs and solo concertos. Even though 
Widor’s musical language changed over 
the course of his 60 years of composing, 
it always remained rooted in the tradition 
of the 19th century. Thus, after 1900, his 
music was no longer considered modern. 
In spite of this, Widor was one of the 
most highly decorated musical personal-
ities in France. He was Grand Officier of 
the “Légion d’Honneur” and a member 
of the Institut de France in the Académie 
des Beaux-Arts; from 1914 he was its 
secrétaire perpétuel. He also received nu-
merous foreign awards: among others, he 
was a member of the academies of art of 
Berlin, Brussels and Stockholm. But even 
more than these awards, it is the success 
of his organ works which emphasizes his 
significance as a composer. His Toccata 
has established itself in churches all over 
the world – it is time to discover the other 
works of this great composer which stand 
in the shadow of this virtuoso piece.

Georg Koch
translation: David Kosviner

Georg Koch is director of 
Music at the parish of The 
Sacred Heart in Singen and 
responsible for the Church 
music in the District of the 
lake of Constance. He also 
works as an organ adviser 
and lecturer. He has edited 
the organ works of Charles- 
Marie Widor for Carus.

Louis Vierne (1870–1937)
Complete Organ Works
ed. David Sanger, 
Jon Laukvik 
13 volumes in a box
 Carus 18.150  
259.00 €

Recommendation:
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It was a shock for Mendelssohn to receive news in July 1844 that 
there had been an attack on the King of Prussia, Frederick Wil-
liam IV, for whom he worked. A former mayor wanted to take 
revenge with a pistol for his apparently unfair treatment, and 
only by a great stroke of luck did the King and his wife escape 
unharmed. The attacker was caught. Even though his position 
as General Music Director had become burdensome to Mendels-
sohn, so that he resigned his position in autumn of that year, he 
nevertheless had a close relationship with the King. So it should 
be seen as an expression of genuine relief about the happy out-
come of the attack that he set about writing a psalm setting with 
a blessing, and sent it to the King with a dedicatory inscription. 
He wrote the composition for double choir and set the words 

of the psalm in responsorial fashion a cappella, which he knew 
the King appreciated. Later he included the composition, slight-
ly altered and with orchestral accompaniment, in his oratorio 
Elijah. The piece became one of his most successful works, not 
only as part of the oratorio, but also as a separate choral piece. 
A facsimile edition of the autograph manuscript is published by 
Carus-Verlag (Carus 24.407).

Do you know which composition it is? – Write to us at 
carus-magazin@carus-verlag.com by 1 March 2019. There are 
five copies of our CD of Mendelssohn’s Sacred Choral Music for 
correct entries.*

Moments in music history – 175 years ago

An attack and its consequences

Sacred choral music represents a cornerstone of Felix Mendelssohn‘s work and 
reflects his musical development and versatility. The complete recording by the 
Kammerchor Stuttgart under the direction of Frieder Bernius – the result of a proj-
ect stretching over more than two decades – has been highly praised by the press 
and has received numerous awards.To mark the 50th anniversary of the choir, this 
double CD presents the highlights of the complete recordingg: the most beautiful 
psalms, church hymns, chorales, mass movements, excerpts from the oratorios and 
the Lobgesang. 

 Carus 83.491, 2 CDs, 19.90 €

 Jauchzet 
   dem Herrn, 
alle Welt

2 CDs

Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy

Geistliche Chormusik · Sacred Choral Music
Kammerchor Stuttgart · Frieder Bernius

GUESS AND WIN!

MENDELSSOHN
Der 42. Psalm op. 42 

Wie der Hirsch schreit /Like as the hart

Carus  40.072/03

Stuttgarter Mendelssohn-Ausgaben
Urtext

C

MENDELSSOHN
Paulus · St. Paul

Oratorium · Oratorio 

Carus  40.129/02

Stuttgarter Mendelssohn-Ausgaben
Urtext

Klavierauszug · XL · Vocal score

ISMN M-007-18782-8  

9 790007 187828

CV 40.129/02 Carus

C

 M
endelssohn        Paulus  ·  St. Paul 

C

Sein erstes Oratorium Paulus komponierte Mendelssohn unter dem Eindruck der von 
ihm selbst geleiteten Wiederaufführung der Matthäuspassion von J. S. Bach (1829). 
Er integrierte in Paulus Choralsätze, was ihm von einigen Zeitgenossen als Stilbruch, 
als unpassendes Element des Kirchenstils vorgeworfen wurde. Trotz dieser Bedenken 
war Paulus zu Mendelssohns Lebzeiten wohl sein beliebtestes Werk, welches in ganz 
Europa zahlreiche Aufführungen erlebte. Robert Schumann lobte sein „unauslöschliches 
Colorit in der Instrumentation“ und sein „meisterliches Spielen mit allen Formen der 
Setzkunst“. Er beschrieb es als „Juwel der Gegenwart“. 

Der vorliegende Klavierauszug fußt auf der kritisch edierten Partiturausgabe von R. Larry 
Todd, Duke University/USA. Er enthält den deutschen und den englischen Singtext, ein 
weiterer Klavierauszug mit nur dem deutschen Singtext ist separat erschienen.

l      Zu diesem Werk sind innovative Übehilfen für Chorsänger/innen erhältlich. 

Mendelssohn composed his first oratorio Paulus under the impression of his own 
 revival of J. S. Bach’s St. Matthew Passion in 1829. He integrated chorale settings into 
St. Paul, for which he was accused by his contemporaries of making a stylistic break, 
using an element of the church style in oratorio. In spite of these reservations, during 
Mendelssohn’s lifetime St. Paul was one of his most popular works, which received 
numerous performances throughout Europe. Robert Schuman praised the “inextin-
guishable color of the instrumentation” and the “brilliant play with all the forms of 
composition.” He described it as a “jewel of the present.”

This vocal score is based on the critical edition by R. Larry Todd, Duke University/USA. 
It includes the English and the German texts, a vocal score with the German text only is 
available separately.

l      Innovative practice aids are available for this work. 

www.carus-verlag.com

MENDELSSOHN
Elias · Elijah 

Oratorium · Oratorio 

Carus  40.130/03

Stuttgarter Mendelssohn-Ausgaben
Urtext

Elijah. Oratorio MWV A 25 
 Carus 40.130

St. Paul. Oratorio MWV A 14
 Carus 40.129

Psalm 42 “Like as the hart“
 Carus 40.072

STUTTGART MENDELSSOHN EDITION · URTEXT
Carus-Verlag has published Mendelssohn’s complete sacred works  
in critical new editions with performance material.

For major choral works Carus offers additional innovative practice aids:  
carus music, the choir app and Carus Choir Coach, practice CDs and 
vocal scores XL in large print.

* Employees of Carus-Verlag and their relatives are excluded from taking part. The organizers’ decision is final. Your details will only be used for the competition, and 
will be stored for its duration until 1 March 2019. Your details will not be passed on to third parties.
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Rhapsodie op. 53 
(Alt-Rhapsodie)

Carus  10.397ISMN M-007-
CV 10.397 Carus

Johannes

BRAHMS
Die originale Orchesterfassung seines Requiem hat Brahms für einen Chor von über 200 
Sängern konzipiert. Die meisten Aufführungen werden mit viel weniger Sängern realisiert, 
sodass es zu einem deutlichen Ungleichgewicht zu dem sehr stark besetzten Orchester 
kommt. Die Bearbeitung für Kammerensemble entschärft diese Problematik und macht es 
auch Chören mit kleinem Budget möglich, dieses einmalige Meisterwerk aufzuführen. Der 
Instrumentation liegen zwei Standardbesetzungen (Streich- und Bläserquintett) zugrunde. 
Aufeinander eingespielte Instrumentalisten bzw. Ensembles lassen sich sicherlich gerne als 
Mitwirkende gewinnen.

Brahms conceived the original orchestral version of his Requiem for a choir with over 200 
singers. Most performances of the work will be sung with far fewer singers, resulting in a 
clear imbalance between the larger orchestra and smaller choir. The present arrangement 
for chamber ensemble minimizes this problem and makes it possible for choirs with modest 
budgets to perform this unsurpassed masterpiece. The instrumentation is based on a scoring 
for two standard instrumental groups (string- and wind quintets). Surely instrumentalists or 
ensembles playing together will be happy to participate in a performance of this chamber 
version of the Requiem.

www.carus-verlag.com
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ISMN M-007-18819-1 

9 790007 188191

Carl Loewe ist heute fast nur noch als Balladenkomponist bekannt, doch war er ganz nahe 
am Puls seiner Zeit und komponierte für den rasch wachsenden Bedarf des sich formie-
renden Biedermeier-Bürgertums. In diesem Stil ist auch Das Sühnopfer des neuen Bundes 
gehalten, das ohne große Besetzung eine vielfältige Ausdrucksstärke auffächert. Die 
Solopartien können durchaus von geübten Laien ausgeführt werden, die bekannten Choräle 
geben den Zuhörern die Möglichkeit in den Gesang mit einzustimmen und eine meist 
schlichte Streicher Besetzung untermauert die persönlichen Eindrücke der auftretenden 
Personen. Dass Loewe ein großer Verehrer der Bachschen Passionen war, hört man auch 
in diesem Oratorium, doch die Tonsprache ist so typisch für ihn und seine Zeit, dass daraus 
tatsächlich etwas neues entstehen konnte.                     

Carl

LOEWE
Das Sühnopfer des neuen Bundes

Carus  23.002/50CV 23.002/50 Carus

C

Carl Loewe (1796–1869)
Das Sühnopfer des neuen Bundes (dt)  
Soli SATTBB, Coro SSAATTBB, 2 Vl, Va, 
Vc, Cb, Timp / 105 min 
ed. Reinhold Kubik, Claudia Seidl

Carl Loewe is known nowadays almost 
exclusively as a composer of ballads, but 
he was close to the spirit of his time and 
also composed a number of oratorios 
for the amateur choirs which became so 
numerous in the Biedermeier period. Das 
Sühnopfer des neuen Bundes reveals a 
wealth of expressivity using only a mod-
est scoring. The solo parts can easily be 
performed by good amateurs, the well-
known chorales give audiences the op-
portunity to join in the singing, and the 
scoring, mainly for small string group, 
underlines the emotions expressed by 
the soloists. In this oratorio we can 
hear Loewe’s admiration for the Bach 
Passions, yet his characteristic musical 
language, typical of the time, shows that 
something new could develop from it. 
New revised edition.

 Carus 23.002/50, full score 42.00 €
vocal score 16.50 € 
complete orchestral parts in preparation

Johannes Brahms (1833–1897)
Alto Rhapsody op. 53 (dt)  
Solo A, Coro TTBB, 2 Fl, 2 Ob, 2 Clt,  
2 Fg, 2 Cor, 2 Vl, Va, Vc, Cb / 14 min 
ed. Rainer Boss

Johannes Brahms’s Alto Rhapsody is 
published here in a new Urtext edition 
for present-day performance practice. 
It is based on the 2nd impression of the 
first printed edition, as this is regarded 
as the authentic musical text following 
the last revisions made by the composer. 
The musical setting of Goethe’s poem 
Harzreise im Winter opens with a som-
ber beginning, then by turning to divine 
powers, it arrives at a hopeful new level. 
The work – which was composed in 
connection with the marriage of Julie, 
the daughter of Brahms’s revered Clara 
Schumann, in 1869 – impresses above 
all with its personal touch as well as its 
pioneering progressive harmonies and 
enormous compositional power, which 
still entice listeners into the concert hall.
 
 Carus 10.397, full score 18.00 €
vocal score 8.50 €, 
choral score ±2.95 € 
complete orchestral parts 146.00 €

Messe à quatre voix
op. 4

Bearbeitung für Soli, Chor und 1–2 Orgeln
Arrangement pour soli, chœur et 1–2 orgues
Arrangement for soli, choir and 1–2 organs

Carus  27.060/45
ISMN M-007-24101-8

CV 27.060/45 Carus

9 790007 241018

Unter den geistlichen Werken von Camille Saint-Saëns finden sich nur zwei Ordinariums-
vertonungen: die Messe de Requiem op. 54 aus seiner mittleren Schaffensperiode (1878) und 
die 1856 entstandene Messe op. 4. Saint-Saëns war überzeugter Anhänger des Historismus 
im Zuge der französischen kirchenmusikalischen Reformbewegung. Wie nirgends sonst wird 
dies in der Messe à quatre voix deutlich. Sie ist ein Beispiel für die gelungene Verbindung von 
romantischem Stilempfinden mit tradierten Elementen kirchenmusikalischen Komponierens.
Als Alternative zur originalen Fassung mit großem Orchester und Grand Orgue legt der Carus-
Verlag hier die von Saint-Saëns’ Zeitgenossen Léon Roques erstellte Fassung für Soli, Chor und 
1–2 Orgeln vor.

Les œuvres sacrées de Camille Saint-Saëns ne contiennent que deux compositions d’Ordinaire 
de la messe : la Messe de Requiem op. 54 datant de sa période créatrice de la maturité (1878) 
et la Messe op. 4 écrite en 1856. Saint-Saëns était un disciple convaincu de l’historisme dans le 
sillon du mouvement réformiste français de la musique d’église. La Messe à quatre voix en est 
l’illustration parfaite, faisant le lien réussi entre sensibilité stylistique romantique et éléments 
traditionnels de la composition de musique sacrée.
En alternative à la version originale avec grand orchestre et grand orgue, les éditions Carus 
présentent ici la version pour soli, chœur et 1–2 orgues du contemporain de Saint-Saëns, 
Léon Roques.

Amongst the sacred works by Camille Saint-Saëns there are just two settings of the mass: the 
Messe de Requiem op. 54 from his middle period (1878), and the Mass op. 4 dating from 
1856. Saint-Saëns was a devoted follower of historicism as part of the reform movement in 
French church music. This is more evident in the Messe à quatre voix than anywhere else. 
Saint-Saëns combined traditional elements of church music composition in a convincing 
manner with contemporary elements of Romantic composition.
As an alternative to the original version with large orchestra and Grand Orgue, Carus-Verlag is 
now publishing the version for soli, choir and 1–2 organs made by Saint-Saëns’s contemporary 
Léon Roques.

www.carus-verlag.com
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Camille

SAINT-SAËNS

Camille Saint-Saëns (1835–1921)
Messe à quatre voix op. 4 (lat)  
Soli SATB, Coro SATB, Org, Org ripieno 
45 min 
ed. Léon Roques

Among the sacred works by Saint-Saëns 
there are just two settings of the mass: 
the Messe de Requiem op. 54 from his 
middle period (1878), and the Mass 
op. 4 dating from 1856. This was first 
performed on 21 April 1857.

As an alternative to the original version 
with large orchestra and Grand Orgue, 
Carus-Verlag is now publishing the 
version for organ made by Saint-Saëns’s 
contemporary Léon Roques. It contains 
the original part for grand orgue as well 
as an organ arrangement of the orches-
tral writing in score notation, but also 
provides for the possibility of a perfor-
mance with just one instrument. The 
vocal parts (for soloists and choir) are 
identical with the edition of the original 
version, so that the vocal score and cho-
ral score of that version can be used.

 Carus 27.060/45, full score 42.50 €, 
vocal score 25.95 €  
choral score ±9.95 €

The series “Choir & Organ” features large-scale works by 
different composers, with the orchestral parts arranged for 
just organ accompaniment. The range already includes Jo-
seph Haydn’s  Little Organ solo Mass, Franz Schubert’s Mass 
in G major D 167, Giuseppe Verdi’s Te Deum and Stabat 
Mater as well as Camille Saint-Saëns’s Oratorio de Noël.

www.carus-verlag.com/en/focus/thematic-series/
great-choral-works-in-small-scorings

The repertoire of major choral works for smaller scor-
ings in our catalog is being constantly expanded. The 
range already includes arrangements of Verdi’s popular 
 Requiem and Dvořák‘s imposing Stabat Mater.
Have a look:

Choir & Organ
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From tango to TV, Latin to liturgica
Bobbi Fischer’s musical universe

CONTEMPORARY CHORAL MUSIC

 
Clytus Gottwald (*1925) 
Maurice Ravel (1875–1937)
Deux mélodies hébraïques 
- Kaddisch, Coro SMsATBB 
- L’Enigme éternelle, Coro SATTBB

Clytus Gottwald’s sophisticated arrange-
ments for chorus a cappella have very 
successfully established themselves in 
the choral repertoire all over the world. 
In his choral transcriptions, Gottwald 
applies the vocal compositional tech-
niques of contemporary music, which 
he studied as the long-standing director 
of the Schola Cantorum, to traditional 
compositions, using the highly differen-
tiated sound to reveal the structures of 
these works. 

 Carus 9.170, full score ±�4.20 €

John Høybye (*1939)
This Human Life! (en)
Solo S, Coro SSAATTBB / 15 min

John Høybyes This Human Life! for 
solo voice and mixed choir deals with 
thoughts about life and death, worries 
and speculations that occupy our 
minds. Described in serious, humor-
ous, grotesque and promising words 
by R. H. Stoddard, William Blake, Ed-
ward Broadbridge and Woody Allen. 
The music is “classical” yet contem-
porary – and as always with Høybye 
– coloured by a touch of jazz. 

 Carus 9.211, full score ±�9.80 €

Canti con flauto II 
Sechs Lieder
des 19. Jahrhunderts
für hohe Stimme
Querflöte und Klavier

C_Carus  17.202

Carus  33.199ISMN M-007-18864-1

9 790007 188641

CV 33.199 Carus

Carl Philipp Emanuel

Polyhymnia
Eine Lieder-Sammlung für Singstimme und Clavier

A Collection of Songs for Voice and Keyboard

Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach · The Complete Works

BACH

Johann Sebastian · Wilhelm Friedemann · Carl Philipp Emanuel  
 Johann Christoph Friedrich · Johann Christian u. a.

www.carus-verlag.com/bach.html

Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach · The Complete Works
Aufführungsmaterialien zu ausgewählten Bänden bei Carus
Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach hatte die letzten 20 Jahre seines Lebens als Kantor und 
Musikdirektor der Hamburger Hauptkirchen ein bedeutendes kirchenmusikalisches 
Amt inne. Diesen Hamburger Jahren verdanken wir so bedeutende, ja epochemachen-
de Vokalwerke wie das doppelchörige Heilig oder die großen Oratorien Auferstehung 
und  Himmelfahrt Jesu und Die Israeliten in der Wüste. Seine Matthäus-Passion von 1769 
gehört trotz Übernahme einiger Turbae und Choräle vom Vater zu den bedeutensten 
Werken dieser Gattung nach den Leipziger Passionen J. S. Bachs. Das Magnificat des 
Bach-Sohnes hingegen wurde noch zu Lebzeiten des Vaters in Leipzig erstmals aufge-
führt und in Hamburg  in der Besetzung erweitert.

Performance material for selected works available from Carus

For the last twenty years of his life Carl Phillipp Emanuel held the important position 
for sacred music in Hamburg as Kantor and Music Director of the city‘s main church-
es. We owe to these years in Hamburg such significant, indeed epochal works as the 
double-choir Heilig and the great oratorios Die Auferstehung und Himmelfahrt Jesu and 
Die Israeliten in der Wüste. Despite having borrowed some chorales and turbae from his 
father, the St. Matthew Passion of 1769 belongs among the most important works in 
this genre since the Leipzig Passions of J. S. Bach. On the other hand, the Magnificat 
of this Bach son was first performed in Leipzig during his father‘s lifetime and later 
revised in Hamburg with expanded scoring.

C

Canti con flauto II 
Solo S, Fl, Pfte
ed. Peter Thalheimer

The second volume in the series Canti 
con flauto features six songs from the 
19th century for high voice, flute and 
 piano in a new critical edition. The 
pieces, some of which are virtuosic, offer 
an impressive insight into the varied 
repertoire for this scoring. The selection 
includes works with German, French, 
and English texts. Three of the songs 
originally contained two languages. In 

Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach (1714–1788)
Polyhymnia (dt)  
Upper voice, Pfte 

Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach is rightly re-
garded as the most important composer 
of the German art song before Schubert. 
He set new standards in the interplay of 
cantabile melodies and expressive piano 
accompaniment. He was also in personal 
contact with the great poets of his time 
– including Gleim, Kleist and Lessing – 
and shared their interest in the close 

relationship between literary and musical 
poesy. In his late years Bach planned a 
comprehensive selection of his songs, 
but the project was not completed. This 
edition follows the original manuscript of 
his Polyhymnia collection. 

 Carus 33.199, full score 39.00 €

the works by Ch. G. Belcke, A. Terschak, 
H. R. Bishop, and S. Laville the flute 
imitates bird song. The compositions 
by J. H. Altès and A. M. Panseron are 
also based on contemporary texts about 
nature and love.

Together with Canti con flauto I (Carus 
17.201), this volume enables performers 
to rediscover this highly effective, but 
unjustly forgotten repertoire.

 Carus 17.202,  
full score with instrumental parts 44.00 €

NEW EDITIONS FOR SOLO VOICE

Naomi Crellin (*1979)
The wild colonial boy (en)
Coro SATBarB / 4 min
 Carus 9.213, full score ±�4.50 €

Ko Matsushita (*1962)
Ave Maria in D flat major (lat)
Coro SATB / ed. Stefan Schuck
 Carus 9.678, full score ±�3.40 €
Coro SSAA
 Carus 9.678/10, February 2019
Coro TTBB
 Carus 9.678/20, February 2019
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CONTEMPORARY CHORAL MUSIC

Magnificat (lat)
Solo S, Coro SATB (with divisi),  
Alt-Sax / Fl (1 player), 2 Vl,  
Pfte, Cb, Perc (3 players: 
Drum Set, Congas, Claves, 
Guiro, Shaker) / 33 min
 Carus 27.206, full score 69.00 €, 
vocal score 22.00 € 
set of parts rental only

U
niversal is an ambitious adjec-
tive, but one which perhaps 
best describes the musician Karl 
Albrecht Fischer, alias “Bobbi 

Fischer”. Beginning with classical music, 
his musical horizons encompass chansons, 
Latin music and jazz, and extend to world 
music. There is hardly a musical style he 
has not tried out, played, or composed in. 
As a creative musician he draws on many 
years’ varied experience, whether as an 
orchestral violinist or as pianist in jazz, Ar-
gentine tango, or many other genres of 
popular music.

He took violin lessons as a child, but was 
self-taught on the piano, only taking for-
mal lessons at the age of 17 with a view 
to studying music. He studied school 
music, jazz and popular music, and film 
music at the Musikhochschule Stuttgart 

and the Filmhochschule Ludwigsburg. 
As a pianist, arranger, and composer, he 
has gone on to enjoy a busy career with 
several different ensembles. For over 25 
years he toured with the music-comedy 
group “Tango Five”. He now performs 
with his trio “Berta Epple” which includes 
jazz musicians Gregor and Veit Hübner 
on violin and double bass. He plays tan-
go with Raúl Jarena, and as a jazz pia-
nist he accompanies artists including Joo 
Kraus, Torsten Krill, Fola Dada, and Ines 
Martinez.

Fischer has composed numerous choral 
arrangements for Carus-Verlag, often 
clever and humorous, in their vitality ex-
citing for performers and audiences. What 
especially fascinates him is the combina-
tion of music with elements such as lan-
guage, image, movement, and dance. His 

music is therefore particularly well-suited 
to the theater, dance theater, or on televi-
sion. Fischer has composed the film music 
for various productions by the director 
Titus Selge, and for several episodes in 
the crime thriller series Polizeiruf 110 and 
Tatort. But his music is equally at home 
in the church. He has composed a Missa 
Latina and most recently a Magnificat for 
the C.H.O.I.R. project at the Ochsenhau-
sen Landesmusikakademie. Both compo-
sitions create a link between Europe and 
South America by drawing on the wealth 
of Latin American musical styles and Af-
ro-Cuban rhythms. These performances 
have been extremely well-received by 
audiences. With his works, Fischer knows 
how to open up ever-new surprising 
worlds of expression – a simply amazing 
colorful, sparkling universe.

Christina Rothkamm

From tango to TV, Latin to liturgica
Bobbi Fischer’s musical universe

Missa Latina (lat)
Solo S, Coro SATB (with divisi), Vl, 
 Bandoneon (or Accordion), Pfte, Cb, 
Drums, Perc / 35 min
 Carus 28.007, full score 78.00 €,  
vocal score 22.00 € 
set of parts rental only
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C_Carus  28.007/03

für Solo-Sopran 
gemischten Chor und Band

Bobbi Fischer

C_Carus  27.206

für Solo-Sopran 
gemischten Chor und Band

Bobbi Fischer

Bobbi Fischer

& Magnifi catfür Solo-Sopran, gemischten Chor 
und Jazzcombo

Anabel Pérez Real · Raúl Jaurena
Festivalchor C.H.O.I.R.
The Academy Collective 21 
Leitung: Klaus Brecht

 CD Carus 83.483 
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NEW EDITIONS INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

ISMN M-007-24139-1 

9 790007 241391

CV 18.013 Carus Carus  18.013

C

Mit der seltenen Kombination „Beethoven und Orgelmusik“ bringt die vorliegende 
Ausgabe frische Farbe ins Repertoire. Wie fast alle großen Komponisten der Wiener Klassik, 
so schrieb auch Beethoven für die Flötenuhr, also für die beim damaligen Publikum so 
 beliebten mechanischen, von einer Stiftwalze gesteuerten und mit Orgelpfeifen  versehenen 
Spielautomaten. Die betreffenden Kompositionen liegen in der Ausgabe komplett vor, 
 sorgfältig eingerichtet für den Vortrag auf einer herkömmlichen Orgel. Damit  stehen 
 ausgesprochen charmante Werke bereit, geeignet nicht nur für den Konzertgebrauch, 
 sondern mit ihrer Länge von etwa zwei bis sechs Minuten auch hervorragend im gottes-
dienstlichen Spiel einsetzbar.

With the unusual combination „Beethoven and organ music“, this edition introduces 
fresh colors into the repertoire. Like almost all the great composers of Viennese classicism, 
Beethoven too wrote for the mechanical organ, an instrument which was very popular with 
the public in its day, controlled by a cylinder and equipped with organ pipes. His known 
compositions for this instrument are included complete in this edition, carefully  arranged 
for performance on a conventional organ. Thus, these extremely charming works are 
now available, suitable not only for concert use, but with their length of about two to six 
 minutes, also suitable for church worship.

www.carus-verlag.com

Fünf Stücke für Flötenuhr  WoO 33
Five Pieces for Musical Clock

Grenadiermarsch für Flötenuhr  WoO 29
Grenadier’s March for Musical Clock

eingerichtet für Orgel von/arranged for organ by
Severin Zöhrer

Ludwig van

BEETHOVEN

Ludwig van Beethoven (1770–1827) 
Five pieces for Flötenuhr,  
Grenadier March for Flötenuhr 
Org 
ed. Severin Zöhrer

Like almost all the great composers 
of Viennese classicism, Beethoven too 
wrote for the mechanical organ, an 
instrument which was very popular with 
the public in its day, controlled by a 
cylinder and equipped with organ pipes. 
His compositions for this instrument 
are included complete in this edition, 
carefully arranged for performance on 
a conventional organ. These extremely 
charming works are now available, sui-
table not only for concert use, but with 
their length of about two to six minutes, 
they are also suitable for church worship.

The Grenadiermarsch is available for the 
first time in an arrangement for organ. 
 
 Carus 18.013, full score 18.50 €

ISMN M-007- 
CV 50.168 Carus Carus  50.168

Orgelsonate Nr. 15 in D-Dur
Organ sonata in D major

op. 168

Sämtliche Werke · Complete Works 

RHEINBERGER
Josef Gabriel

C

Mit der zweiten Orgelsonate in As-Dur von 1871 tritt uns bereits ein vollendetes Meis-
terwerk entgegen. Der nur frei an die Sonatenform angelehnte erste Satz im Sinne des 
Beinamens Fantasie-Sonate, das stimmungsvolle Adagio espressivo sowie der große 
Finalsatz mit Fuge und Rückkoppelungen zum ersten Satz sichern der großen romanti-
schen Orgelsonate trotz ihrer technischen Anforderungen großen Erfolg.

Einzelausgabe aus Band 38 der Rheinberger-Gesamtausgabe (Carus 50.238)

With the 2nd Organ Sonata in A flat major of 1871, we encounter a masterpiece which 
is already fully formed. The first movement, only loosely related to sonata form in the 
sense of the title Fantasie-Sonate, the atmospheric Adagio espressivo, and the grand 
finale movement with its fugue and references back to the first movement ensure great 
success for this grand romantic organ sonata, in spite of its technical demands.

Separate edition from volume 38 of the Complete Works (Carus 50.238)

www.carus-verlag.com

Josef Gabriel Rheinberger (1839–1901) 
Organ Sonata No. 15 in D major
Org / 22 min 
ed. Martin Weyer

The Organ Sonata composed in 1891 is 
distinguished by its richly varied form. 
The 1st movement is entitled “Phanta-
sie” and comprises an Andante amabile, 
followed by an Agitato in free sonata 
form. In the 2nd movement chorale-style 
passages alternate with fugal sections, 
and the 3rd movement begins with a 
free rhapsodic Introduction, followed by 
a fugue, archaically entitled “Ricercar”.

 Carus 50.168, full score 16.00 €

ISMN M-007- 
CV 50.127 Carus Carus  50.127

Orgelsonate Nr. 7 in f-Moll
Organ sonata in f minor

op. 127

Sämtliche Werke · Complete Works 

RHEINBERGER
Josef Gabriel

C

Mit der zweiten Orgelsonate in As-Dur von 1871 tritt uns bereits ein vollendetes Meis-
terwerk entgegen. Der nur frei an die Sonatenform angelehnte erste Satz im Sinne des 
Beinamens Fantasie-Sonate, das stimmungsvolle Adagio espressivo sowie der große 
Finalsatz mit Fuge und Rückkoppelungen zum ersten Satz sichern der großen romanti-
schen Orgelsonate trotz ihrer technischen Anforderungen großen Erfolg.

Einzelausgabe aus Band 38 der Rheinberger-Gesamtausgabe (Carus 50.238)

With the 2nd Organ Sonata in A flat major of 1871, we encounter a masterpiece which 
is already fully formed. The first movement, only loosely related to sonata form in the 
sense of the title Fantasie-Sonate, the atmospheric Adagio espressivo, and the grand 
finale movement with its fugue and references back to the first movement ensure great 
success for this grand romantic organ sonata, in spite of its technical demands.

Separate edition from volume 38 of the Complete Works (Carus 50.238)

www.carus-verlag.com

Josef Gabriel Rheinberger (1839–1901)
Organ Sonata No. 7 in F minor
Org / 26 min 
ed. Martin Weyer

The three-movement Organ Sonata 
no. 7 in F minor op. 127 dates from 
1881. A Praeludium with five striking 
themes is followed by an Andante, 
which Rheinberger himself arranged a 
few years later as a Rhapsody for violin 
or oboe and organ. The Finale contains 
a fugue with two themes.

 Carus 50.127 full score 15.00 €

Separate editions from the  
Rheinberger Complete Edition

 

C_Carus

Beiträge zur  
Mozart-Dokumentation

Band 2

Till Reininghaus

Der Dommusikverein und Mozarteum   
in Salzburg und die Mozart-Familie

Till Reininghaus 
Der Dommusikverein und Mozarteum  
in Salzburg und die Mozart-Familie (dt)

This study fills significant gaps in our 
knowledge of the promotion and study 
of Mozart in Salzburg in the first half of 
the 19th century. In producing it, numer-
ous sources have been evaluated in de-
tail for the first time. At its heart stands 
the history of the Dommusikverein und 
Mozarteum, the institution for foster-
ing Mozart’s work in the composer’s 
birthplace, which over the course of the 
following years established an authorita-
tive status both in Salzburg and further 
afield. In the research particular empha-

sis was placed on the relationship be-
tween the Verein (Society) and members 
of the Mozart family, in particular the 
role of the two Mozart sons in fostering 
appreciation of Mozart and the devel-
opment of the Society’s unique collec-
tion of Mozartiana. In the process new 
findings have been presented, including 
information about questionable prove-
nances of original Mozartiana. With its 
wide-ranging approach, the study fulfils 
the demands of a valuable reference 
work for both specialist scholars and for 
admirers of Mozart.

NEW BOOK

 Carus 24.152, hardcover, 784 p., 154.00 €
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Musical works 
I Operas 
II Instrumental music
III Vocal music
IV Transcriptions, musical 
fragments, sketches, and 
works of dubious origin

Subscribtion and partial subscription
for individual sections: 20% discount 
on the valid retail price

already available:

Messa a 4 voci 
(„Messa di Gloria“)
ed. Dieter Schickling 
 Carus 56.001, 225.00 € 
performance material available

Works for orchestra 
ed. Michele Girardi, Virgilio 
Bernardoni, Dieter Schickling
 Carus 56.002, 188.00 €

in preparation (2019):

Works for piano 
ed. Virgilio Bernardoni
 Carus 56.004

EDIZIONE NAZIONALE  

DELLE OPERE DI  

GIACOMO PUCCINI

The works of Giacomo Puccini will be 
presented in a scholarly critical edition. 
Upon petition to the Italian Ministry of 
Culture by the “Centro Studi Giaco-
mo Puccini” – the institute responsible 
for this edition – the project has been 
recognized as an “Edizione Nazionale.” 
It receives a significant amount of its 
support from the Ministry. 

also available from Carus:
Epistolario I, letters 1877–1896
ed. Gabriella Biagi Ravenni,
Dieter Schickling 
(Leo Olschki Editore)
 Carus 56.101, 70.00 €

Works for organ: 
Sonate, Versetti Marce  
ed. Virgilio Bernardoni
 Carus 56.003, 149.90 €

The organ is the instrument on which the young Giaco-
mo Puccini began his career as a musician. Through the 
rediscovery of a considerable number of hand-written 
pieces from the Fondazione Simonetta Puccini per Gia-
como Puccini, several primary sources are now avail-
able. These give an insight into the beginnings of his 
musical activities which have only been known about 

from anecdotes from his first biographers until now.

Puccini’s now published organ works, altogether 57 pieces, were composed between 
1870 and around 1880. They comprise a large number of different genres, including 
many works that were commonly used for liturgical organ playing at the time: sona-
tas for the main sections of the mass as well as versettes which replaced Gregorian 
chant. There are also marches and waltzes which were performed after the mass, as 
well as a Christmas pastorale. While the young man was learning the organist’s craft 
and dealing with the stylistic elements of contemporary organ music, the young com-
poser in him was able to test formal, harmonic and technical voice leading solutions 
which form the stylistic foundation of his later compositions in complete autonomy. 
These compositions contributed with their originality to the renewal of Italian organ-
ist practice, which at the time began to abandon its operatic mannerisms in order to 
approach a style more appropriate to the liturgy.

Scherzo SC 34 / Trio SC 52 
ed. Virgilio Bernardoni

Until 2014, the Scherzo in A minor was 
known only in a version for strings (SC 34) 
This edition corresponds to the first critical 
edition of the Scherzo in its orchestral 
version and is the first edition of the Trio 
in an orchestration completed by Virgilio 
Berardoni.
 Carus 16.207, full score 24.85 € 
orchestral parts rental only

Sonate, Versetti, Marce 
Selezione dall’opera per 
organo 
Selected organ works 
12 pieces 
ed. Virgilio Bernardoni
 Carus 18.190, 28.00 €

Giacomo

PUCCINI
Scherzo SC 34

Trio in Fa SC 52

Carus  16.207

Edizione Nazionale  
delle Opere di Giacomo Puccini

ISMN M-007-24546-7  

9 790007 245467

C

Bis 2014 war das Scherzo in a-Moll von Giacomo Puccini lediglich in einer Fassung für Streicher 
bekannt (SC 34) und seine Verbindung zum Trio in F-Dur SC 52 nicht belegbar. Neu aufgefundene 
Quellen ermöglichten es, die Orchesterversion des Scherzo zu identifizieren und die Zugehörigkeit 
des Trio zum Scherzo zu belegen. Die vorliegende Ausgabe ist die erste kritische Edition des Scherzo 
in der Orchesterfassung sowie die erste Edition des Trio in einer vervollständigten Orchestrierung 
von Virgilio Bernardoni. Das Scherzo und die originalen Versionen des Trio (Puccinis Orchestrie-
rung der T. 1–12 sowie die  vollständige Partiturskizze) sind in Band II/1 der Edizione Nazionale 
delle Opere di Giacomo Puccini („Orchesterwerke“) enthalten.

Fino al 2014 lo Scherzo in la minore era noto soltanto in una stesura per archi (SC 34) e il suo 
legame con il Trio in Fa maggiore SC 52 non era documentato. Il ritrovamento di nuove fonti ha 
consentito di identificare la versione per orchestra dello Scherzo e di attestare che il Trio fu con-
cepito da Puccini per essere collegato allo Scherzo. Sono qui pubblicate la prima edizione critica 
dello Scherzo nella versione originale per orchestra e la prima edizione del Trio col completamento 
dell’orchestratione di Virgilio Bernardoni. Lo Scherzo nella versione per orchestra e il Trio (partitura 
delle bb. 1–12 e abbozzo delle bb. 1–61) sono contenuti nel vol. II/1 dell’Edizione Nazionale delle 
Opere di Giacomo Puccini (“Composizioni per orchestra”).

Until 2014, the Scherzo in A minor was known only in a version for strings (SC 34) and its con-
nection to the Trio in F major SC 52 was not documented. Newly found sources made it possible 
to identify Puccini’s orchestral version of the Scherzo and to assert that in fact the Trio is conceived 
for the Scherzo. This is the first critical edition of the Scherzo in its orchestral version and the first 
edition of the Trio in an orchestration completed by Virgilio Berardoni. The Scherzo and the original 
versions of the Trio ( Puccini’s orchestration of the mm. 1–12 and the complete draft of the frame-
work of the score) are included in the vol. II/1 of the Edizione Nazionale delle Opere di Giacomo 
Puccini (“Orchestral compositions”).

www.carus-verlag.com 

C_Carus
CV 16.207 Carus

ISMN M-007-18833-7 

9 790007 188337

CV 18.190 Carus Carus  18.190

Sonate, Versetti, Marce
Selezione dall’opera per organo

Ausgewählte Orgelwerke/Selected Organ Works

Edizione Nazionale  
delle Opere di Giacomo Puccini

PUCCINI
Giacomo

C

Il ritrovamento dei manoscritti delle Sonate per organo consente finalmente di conoscere la parte 
più cospicua delle prime attività musicali di Giacomo Puccini a Lucca, finora oggetto soltanto 
di narrazioni aneddotiche. Di questo segmento del catalogo del musicista la presente edizione 
propone una selezione di 12 pezzi che anticipa l’edizione critica integrale in preparazione in un 
volume dell’Edizione Nazionale delle Opere di Giacomo Puccini (ENOGP, II/2.1).

Mit der Wiederentdeckung der Manuskripte der Orgelsonaten wurde es endlich möglich, den 
bedeutendsten Teil der frühen Kompositionen von Giacomo Puccini in Lucca kennenzulernen, 
war dieser bis jetzt nur das Thema anekdotischer Erzählungen. Die vorliegende  Auswahlausgabe 
bietet mit 12 Stücken einen Einblick in diesen Abschnitt von Puccinis Werk, der in kritischer 
Gesamtedition in einem Band der Edizione Nazionale delle Opere di Giacomo Puccini (ENOGP, 
II/2.1) erscheinen wird.

Now that the manuscripts of the Organ Sonatas have resurfaced, it has finally become possible 
to form an acquaintance with the major part of Giacomo Puccini’s early compositions in Lucca, 
which until now were known only from anecdotes. The present selection with 12 works sheds 
light on this segment of his oeuvre, scheduled to appear in a complete single-volume scholarly 
edition in the Edizione Nazionale delle Opere di Giacomo Puccini (ENOGP, II/2.1).

www.carus-verlag.com

selection 
from Carus 56.003:

performance material 
from Carus 56.002:

NEW

NEW
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The Heinrich Schütz complete recording will be concluded in 2019

Under the direction of Hans-Christoph Rademann, and in cooperation with Carus-Verlag Stuttgart, the Dresdner 
 Kammerchor is producing the first complete recording of the works of Heinrich Schütz. This year the complete  recording 
will be concluded with volume 19 and 20.

The recording of the St. John Passion SWV 481 (Carus 83.270) has been awarded the most important independent 
German Critics Award “Jahres preis der deutschen Schallplattenkritik 2016.” The jury expressly singled out the first 
Heinrich Schütz Complete Recording as an  “edition which sets standards”!

NEW CDS

Kennst du das Land ...
chamber choir figure humaine, Denis Rouger
Arrangements of German and French songs and 
melodies (e.g. by Wolf, Cornelius, Fauré and 
 Duparc) for five-part choir and piano
 Carus 83.495

Rejoice
Kay Johannsen: Vocal Music
soloists ensemble stimmkunst, Kay Johannsen
 Carus 83.496

Madrigals & Wedding Music
Complete recording, Vol. 19
(January 2019)
 Carus 83.277 

Psalms & Music for Peace
Complete recording, Vol. 20
(June 2019)
 Carus 83.278

Complete recording. Box III
(Autumn 2019)
 Carus 83.043 (9 CDs)

Heinrich Schütz
Madrigale & Hochzeitsmusiken

Carus 83.277

Dorothee Mields · Isabel Schicketanz · David Erler
Georg Poplutz · Tobias Mäthger · Felix Schwandtke

Dresdner Kammerchor
Hans-Christoph Rademann

Heinrich Schütz
Psalmen & Friedensmusiken

Carus 83.278

Gerlinde Sämann · Isabel Schicketanz · Maria Stosiek 
David Erler · Stefan Kunath · Georg Poplutz · Tobias Mäthger 

Martin Schicketanz · Felix Schwandtke

Dresdner Kammerchor
Hans-Christoph Rademann

2 CDs

REJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICEREJOICE
solistenensemble stimmkunst

Vocal Music by Kay Johannsen
REJOICE

Stuttgart Schütz Edition

In 1992 the Stuttgart Schütz Edition, the edition of the 
complete works of Heinrich Schütz, was taken over by 
Carus-Verlag, which has continued to publish it since then. 
It is a complete edition founded on a critical examination 
of the sources which presents today’s users an unproble-
matic, legible rendering of the music. In contrast to other 
Schütz editions the works are presented in their original keys 
and ranges. The volumes include all essential information 
concerning the history of the works, their transmission, 
performance practice and liturgical function. The Stuttgart-
Schütz Edition is being published in cooperation with the 
renowned Heinrich-Schütz-Archiv of the Hochschule für 
Musik Dresden. The works are also available at Carus in 
separate editions. 
www.carus-verlag.com/en/composers/schuetz

Julia Kammerlander & Katharina Schlenker, Klavier
fi gure humaine kammerchor · Denis Rouger

Lieder bearbeitet für Chor & Klavier · Mélodies adaptées pour chœur & piano
KENNST DU DAS LAND …
Debussy, Wolf, Fauré u. a.

New in separate editions 
in February 2019:  
Siehe, wie fein und lieblich ist’s 
SWV 48 (dt)
SSATB, Ctto muto (Vl),  
Vl (Fl trav), Fg (Vne), Bc 
ed. Uwe Wolf
 Carus 20.048

Freue dich des Weibes deiner 
Jugend SWV 453 (dt)
SATB, Tr (Ctto), Ctto, 3 Trb, Bc 
ed. Uwe Wolf
 Carus 20.453 

Siehe, wie fein und lieblich ist’s
Behold, how good and pleasant

Der 133. Psalm · SWV 48

Stuttgarter Schütz-Ausgabe
Urtext

Carus  20.048

Die Stuttgarter Schütz-Ausgabe
Sämtliche Werke neu herausgegeben in Zusammenarbeit mit dem 
Heinrich-Schütz-Archiv der Hochschule für Musik Dresden

Die Stuttgarter Schütz-Ausgabe, eine seit 1992 vom Carus-Verlag übernommene 
und weitergeführte Ausgabe sämtlicher Werke von Heinrich Schütz, versteht sich
als quellenkritische Gesamtausgabe, präsentiert aber zugleich ein modernes, für 
heutige Benutzer problemlos lesbares Notenbild. Im Unterschied zu anderen 
Schütz-Ausgaben werden die Werke in ihrer originalen Tonart und Stimmlage,
d.h. ohne Transpositionen ediert. Sämtliche Herausgeberzusätze oder Vorschläge 
sind diakritisch gekennzeichnet. Die Bände enthalten alle wesentlichen Informa-
tionen zur Werkentstehung, Überlieferung, Aufführungspraxis und liturgischen 
Stellung. Originale Schlüssel werden im Vorsatz ebenso mitgeteilt wie der Ambitus 
aller Vokal- und instrumentalen Oberstimmen.

The Stuttgart Schütz Edition 
The complete works, newly edited in cooperation with the 
Heinrich-Schütz-Archiv, Hochschule für Musik Dresden

In 1992 the Stuttgart Schütz Edition, the edition of the complete works of Heinich 
Schütz, was taken over by Carus-Verlag, which has continued to publish it since 
then. It is a complete edition founded on a critical examination of the sources 
which presents today’s users an unproblematic, legible rendering of the music. In 
contrast to other Schütz editions, the works are presented in their ori ginal keys and 
ranges, i. e., they are edited untransposed. All editorial  additions or suggestions 
are indicated diacritically. The vol umes include all essential information con-
cerning the history of the works, their transmission, per formance practice and 
liturgical function. Original clefs, as well as the ranges of the vocal parts and the 
upper instrumental parts are prefixed to the first brace of the score.

Heinrich

SCHUTZE

ISMN M-007- 
CV 20.048 Carus

C
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Freue dich des Weibes deiner Jugend  
Rejoice with the wife of thy youth

SWV 453

Stuttgarter Schütz-Ausgabe
Urtext

Carus  20.453

Die Stuttgarter Schütz-Ausgabe
Sämtliche Werke neu herausgegeben in Zusammenarbeit mit dem 
Heinrich-Schütz-Archiv der Hochschule für Musik Dresden

Die Stuttgarter Schütz-Ausgabe, eine seit 1992 vom Carus-Verlag übernommene 
und weitergeführte Ausgabe sämtlicher Werke von Heinrich Schütz, versteht sich
als quellenkritische Gesamtausgabe, präsentiert aber zugleich ein modernes, für 
heutige Benutzer problemlos lesbares Notenbild. Im Unterschied zu anderen 
Schütz-Ausgaben werden die Werke in ihrer originalen Tonart und Stimmlage,
d.h. ohne Transpositionen ediert. Sämtliche Herausgeberzusätze oder Vorschläge 
sind diakritisch gekennzeichnet. Die Bände enthalten alle wesentlichen Informa-
tionen zur Werkentstehung, Überlieferung, Aufführungspraxis und liturgischen 
Stellung. Originale Schlüssel werden im Vorsatz ebenso mitgeteilt wie der Ambitus 
aller Vokal- und instrumentalen Oberstimmen.

The Stuttgart Schütz Edition 
The complete works, newly edited in cooperation with the 
Heinrich-Schütz-Archiv, Hochschule für Musik Dresden

In 1992 the Stuttgart Schütz Edition, the edition of the complete works of Heinich 
Schütz, was taken over by Carus-Verlag, which has continued to publish it since 
then. It is a complete edition founded on a critical examination of the sources 
which presents today’s users an unproblematic, legible rendering of the music. In 
contrast to other Schütz editions, the works are presented in their ori ginal keys and 
ranges, i. e., they are edited untransposed. All editorial  additions or suggestions 
are indicated diacritically. The vol umes include all essential information con-
cerning the history of the works, their transmission, per formance practice and 
liturgical function. Original clefs, as well as the ranges of the vocal parts and the 
upper instrumental parts are prefixed to the first brace of the score.

Heinrich

SCHUTZE

ISMN M-007 

9 790007 144104

CV 20.453 Carus

C

www.carus-verlag.com
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SPRING PROGRAM 2019 (SELECTION)

Heinrich Ignaz Franz Biber (1644 –1704)
Stabat Mater (lat)
SATB, Bc / 9 min
ed. Daniel E. Abraham
 Carus 27.292 (February 2019)

Antonio Vivaldi (1678 –1741)
In exitu Israel RV 604 (lat)
Coro SATB, 2 Vl, Va, Bc / 4 min
Daniel Ivo de Oliveira
 Carus 40.018 (March 2019)

Johann Sebastian Bach (1685–1750)
Mer hahn en neue Oberkeet.  
Cantate burlesque BWV 212 (dt)
Soli SB, Fl, Cor, 2 Vl, Va, Bc / 30 min
ed. Solvej Donadel 
 Carus 31.212 (April 2019)

George Frideric Handel (1685 –1759)
Utrecht Te Deum HWV 278 (en)

Soli SSAATB, Coro SATB, SATB, Fl,  
2 Ob, Fg, 2 Tr, 2 Vl, Va, Bc / 24 min
ed. Felix Loy
 Carus 55.278 (April 2019)

Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy 
(1809–1847)
Die erste Walpurgisnacht (dt/en)
SoloATBarB (ATB), Coro SATB, Picc,  
2 Fl, 2 Ob, 2 Clt, 2 Fg, 2 Cor, 2 Tr, 3 Trb, 
Timp, Gran Tamburo e Piatti, 2 Vl, Va, 
Vc, Cb / 30 min / ed. R. Larry Todd
 Carus 40.138 (April 2019)

Amilcare Ponchielli (1834 –1886)
Messa op. 20 (lat) 
(known as „Messa per la notte di natale“)  
Soli TBarB, Coro SATT(Bar)B, 2 Fl,  
2 Ob, 2 Clt, 2 Fg, 2 Cor, 2 Tr, 3 Trb, 
Timp, 2 Vl, Va, Vc, Cb, Org / 70 min
ed. Pietro Zappalà
 Carus 27.077 (June 2019)

Gabriel Fauré (1845–1924)
Tu es Petrus (lat)  
Solo Bar, Coro SATB, 2 Vl, Va, Vc, 
Cb, Org / 2 min
 Carus 70.309 (February 2019)

Il est né le divin enfant
Gottes Kind ist uns heut‘ gebor‘n  
(dt/fr)
Coro S, Ob, Arpa, 2 Vc, Cb, Org  
 7 min 
 Carus 70.311 (May 2019)

COMPLETE EDITION

Reger Edition of Works, vo. II/7:  
Vocal works with organ accompaniment
ed. Alexander Becker, Christopher 
 Grafschmidt, Stefan König 
 Carus 52.814 (May 2019)

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

Wilhelm Friedemann Bach (1710 –1784)
Sonates for Clavier I–IV, Concerto in F
ed. Peter Wollny
 Carus 32.241–32.245 (April 2019)

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 
(1756 –1791)
Three organ works 
Original composition for Flötenuhr,  
arranged for organ by Thierry Hirsch
 Carus 18.014 (February 2019) 

Ludwig van Beethoven  (1770 –1827)
Adagio. Slow movements for organ
ed. Andreas Gräsle 
 Carus 18.078 (June 2019)

Choral collection psalms
54 arrangements from six centuries 
(en, fr, dt, lat, est, isl, hebr, Church 
Slavic) 
Coro SATB, Pfte (Org) 
ed. Stefan Schuck
 Carus 2.103 (March 2019)

You can look forward to many highlights in our spring program: major Baroque 
works, exciting new works and a large selection of instrumental music. 

We are pleased to keep you up-to-date with our newsletter:
 

www.carus-verlag.com/en/focus/newsletter

Die erste Walpurgisnacht
The First Walpurgis Night

op. 60

Stuttgarter Mendelssohn-Ausgaben
Urtext

Carus  40.138ISMN M-007-18644-9 
CV 40.138 Carus
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Stuttgarter Mendelssohn-Ausgaben · Urtext
l   quellenkritische Editionen mit informativen Vorworten und 

Kritischen Berichten, darunter  zahlreiche Erstausgaben

l   sämtliche Werke mit vollständigem Aufführungsmaterial: Partitur, 
Studienpartitur, Klavierauszug, Chorpartitur und Orchesterstimmen

l   Gesamteinspielung aller Werke mit dem Kammerchor Stuttgart 
unter Frieder Bernius in einer preisgekrönten CD-Reihe

l     Innovative Übehilfen für Chorsänger/innen erhältlich.

Stuttgart Mendelssohn Editions · Urtext
l   critical editions with probing prefaces and critical reports, 

including numerous first editions

l   complete performance material available: full score, study score, 
vocal score, choral score, and orchestral parts

l   complete recording of the sacred vocal music by Frieder Bernius 
and the Kammerchor Stuttgart in an award winning CD series

l      Innovative practice aids are available. 

www.carus-verlag.com/komponisten/mendelssohn-bartholdy

Das gesamte geistliche Vokalwerk in Urtextausgaben
The complete sacred vocal music in Urtext editions

Mendelssohn
              vocal

George Frideric

Te Deum
zur Feier des Friedens von Utrecht

Utrecht Te Deum
HWV 278

Stuttgart Handel Editions
Urtext

Carus  55.278ISMN M-007-18851-1 

9 790007 188511

CV 55.278 Carus

Georg Friedrich Händel gilt als der erste und wichtigste Vertreter Englands für 
die Gattung des Oratoriums. Vor allem der Messias wird als Inbegriff geistlicher 
Musik angesehen und zählt auch im deutschen Sprachraum zu den am häufigsten 
musizierten Werken. Dabei lag das Werk nie in einer endgültigen Form vor, denn 
Händel nahm bedingt durch sich wandelnde Aufführungsbedingungen und Solisten 
verschiedene Umarbeitungen vor. Die vorliegende kritische Edition enthält alle über - 
lieferten Alternativfassungen der solistischen Sätze. Eine Konkordanz ermöglicht  
die Zuordnung zu den unter Händels Leitung stattgefundenen Aufführungen zwi- 
schen der Dubliner Erstaufführung 1742 und den Londoner Konzerten bis 1754. 

George Frideric Handel is considered to be England’s first and foremost composer 
of oratorios. Messiah is regarded as the epitome of this genre of sacred music and 
it is also one of the most performed works in German speaking countries.  
Yet, during his lifetime it never had a definitive form, since Handel undertook vari- 
ous alterations in the work, depending upon the ever-changing performance con- 
ditions and soloists. The present critical edition contains all of the surviving alter- 
native versions of the solo movements. The edition also includes a concordance 
which makes it possible to assign these movements to the various performances 
which took place under Handel’s direction between the Dublin premiere in 1742 
and the London concerts through 1754.
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Mit der seltenen Kombination „Beethoven und Orgelmusik“ bringt die vorliegende 
Ausgabe frische Farbe ins Repertoire. Wie fast alle großen Komponisten der Wiener Klassik, 
so schrieb auch Beethoven für die Flötenuhr, also für die beim damaligen Publikum so 
 beliebten mechanischen, von einer Stiftwalze gesteuerten und mit Orgelpfeifen  versehenen 
Spielautomaten. Die betreffenden Kompositionen liegen in der Ausgabe komplett vor, 
 sorgfältig eingerichtet für den Vortrag auf einer herkömmlichen Orgel. Damit  stehen 
 ausgesprochen charmante Werke bereit, geeignet nicht nur für den Konzertgebrauch, 
 sondern mit ihrer Länge von etwa zwei bis sechs Minuten auch hervorragend im gottes-
dienstlichen Spiel einsetzbar.

With the unusual combination „Beethoven and organ music“, this edition introduces 
fresh colors into the repertoire. Like almost all the great composers of Viennese classicism, 
Beethoven too wrote for the mechanical organ, an instrument which was very popular with 
the public in its day, controlled by a cylinder and equipped with organ pipes. His known 
compositions for this instrument are included complete in this edition, carefully  arranged 
for performance on a conventional organ. Thus, these extremely charming works are 
now available, suitable not only for concert use, but with their length of about two to six 
 minutes, also suitable for church worship.

www.carus-verlag.com

Drei Werke für Orgel
Three organ works

Fantasie KV 594
Fantasie KV 608
Andante KV 616

Wolfgang Amadeus

MOZART



carus music 

Carus Choir Coach

Vocal scores XL

With our innovative practice aids, available as CD (Carus Choir Coach) or app (carus music), we offer ideal 
support for your choral rehearsing: First class recordings with the individual voice part amplified, making learning 
by listening much easier. In addition, pieces can be practiced at a slower tempo, permitting effective work on 
complicated passages. carus music, the choir app, also offers a well laid-out music text from Carus vocal scores 
with a marker feature in the software, enabling users to follow the music.

Practice aids
for choral singers

carus music, the choir app Over 90 of the major works from the international stan-
dard repertoire for choirs are already available in carus 
music, the choir app, e.g. J. S. Bach’s Christmas Oratorio, 
Beethoven’s Missa solemnis, Brahms’s Ein deutsches 
Requiem, Handel’s Messiah, Haydn’s Die Schöpfung or 
Mendelssohn’s Elijah.

30

comments from carus music users:

“The App is in itself an ingenious con-
cept. For amateur choirs, it provides a 
great opportunity to master large-scale 
works within a reasonable space of 
time despite only having one rehearsal 
a week!”

“The greatest advantage is that this coach 
is eminently suitable for people like me 
who are enthusiastic choral singers but 
do not play the piano. With the aid of the 
interactive continuous display, it is so easy 
to train complex passages over and over 
again until they are secure. In a nutshell: 
I have experienced the Carus App as a 
dependable partner over the past few 
weeks.”

“Great design, great idea, great realization, 
top-quality printed music and the best 
recordings (you can always depend  
on Carus)!”

“It was a great help with Beethoven’s 
Ninth Symphony (Ode to Joy) and Bach’s 
B minor Mass. The good-quality ac-
companying recordings provide a solid 
foundation.”

“Well thought out and well executed! This is 
an excellent study aid based on an excellent 
principle.”



Carus Choir Coach – Practice CDs

On our website you can find a complete overview of all works, for which practice aids as CD or 
app or Vocal scores XL are available:  www.carus-verlag.com/en/focus/carus-plus

With Vocal scores XL, we are offering major choral works 
in reader-friendly large print. Choral singers can now 
enjoy the clear-to-read musical text and high quality 
presentation of Carus vocal scores in large print.

Vocal scores XL
in large print

NEW:

Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach
Magnificat 
Carus 33.215/04

Johann Sebastian Bach
Mass in B minor
Carus 31.232/04

A separate CD containing each choir part is available for all vocal 
parts. Each choir part is presented in three different versions: 
Original recording, with Coach (part is accompanied by the 
piano, with the original recording sounding in the background)
and with Coach in Slow Mode (the tempo of the coach slows 
down to 70% of the original version).

Carus 51.990/91

RIAS Kammerchor · Freiburger Barockorchester
René Jacobs

SOPRANO
Carus Choir Coach 

Joseph Haydn (1732–1809)

Die Schöpfung Hob. XXI:2
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Julia Kleiter, Soprano 
Maximilian Schmitt, Tenore · Johannes Weisser, Basso

RIAS Kammerchor
Freiburger Barockorchester

René Jacobs

Joseph

HAYDN
Die Schöpfung

Hob. XXI:2

SOPRANO

Joseph Haydn (1732–1809)  ·  Die Schöpfung Hob. XXI:2

Carus 
51.990/91

℗© 2018 by Carus-Verlag, Stuttgart (Carus Choir Coach)
℗ 2009 © 2014 by harmonia mundi s.a.

Carus Choir Coach bietet Chorsängern die 
Möglichkeit, ihre Chorstimme im Gesamt klang 
von Chor und Instrumenten einzustudieren. Für 
jede Stimmlage ist eine separate CD mit allen 
Chorwerkteilen erhältlich.

Der CD liegen Einspielungen renommierter 
Interpreten zugrunde.

Jeder Chorwerkteil liegt in drei Varianten vor: 

– Originaleinspielung (Carus-CD 83.249)

–  Coach: jeweilige Stimme wird auf dem 
Klavier mitgespielt, Originaleinspielung im 
Hintergrund

–  Coach in Slow Mode: durch Tempo-
reduzierung können komplizierte Partien 
effektiv geübt werden

www.carus-verlag.com

4 009350 736016

  Dauer Seite*
  Duration Page*

  Dauer Seite*
  Duration Page*

 Carus Choir Coach – SOPRANO – Übe-CD für Chorsänger

The Carus Choir Coach offers choir singers the 
opportunity to study and learn their own, individual 
choral parts within the context of the sound of the 
entire choir and orchestra. For every vocal range a 
separate CD containing each choir part is available.

The CD is based on recorded interpretations by 
renowned artists. 

Each choir part is presented in three different 
versions:

– Original recording (Carus-CD 83.249)

–  Coach: each part is accompanied by the piano, with 
the original recording sounding in the background

–  Coach in Slow Mode: through a slow down of 
the tempo diffi cult passages can be learned more 
effectively

Carus Choir Coach
Übe-CD für Chorsänger

1  Kyrie  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 05:33  2
2   Coach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 05:33
3   Coach in Slow Mode  . . . . . . . 09:59

4  Gloria . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 04:09  11
5   Coach  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 04:09
6   Coach in Slow Mode  . . . . . . . 07:28

7  Gloria – Domine Deus  . . . . . . . . 04:08  19
8   Coach  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 04:08
9   Coach in Slow Mode  . . . . . . . 07:26

10  Gloria – Quoniam tu solus . . . . . 00:53  24
11   Coach  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 00:53
12   Coach in Slow Mode  . . . . . . . 01:36

13  Gloria – Cum sancto spirito  . . . . 03:47  25
14   Coach  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 03:47
15   Coach in Slow Mode  . . . . . . . 06:49

16  Credo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 02:44  34
17   Coach  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 02:44
18   Coach in Slow Mode  . . . . . . . 04:55

19  Credo – Et incarnatus . . . . . . . . . 05:56  39
20   Coach  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 05:56
21   Coach in Slow Mode  . . . . . . . 10:41

22  Credo – Et resurrexit  . . . . . . . . . 06:09  48
23   Coach  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 06:09
24   Coach in Slow Mode  . . . . . . . 11:04

25  Sanctus  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 03:20  62
26   Coach  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 03:20
27   Coach in Slow Mode  . . . . . . . 06:01

28  Benedictus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 05:21  67
29   Coach  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 05:21
30   Coach in Slow Mode  . . . . . . . 09:38

31  Agnus Dei  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 03:35  76
32   Coach  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 03:35
33   Coach in Slow Mode  . . . . . . . 06:28

34  Agnus Dei – Dona nobis pacem . 05:44  81
35   Coach  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 05:44
36   Coach in Slow Mode  . . . . . . . 10:20

* Seitenzahl in der Klavierauszug-Ausgabe bei Carus (51.990/03)
Page number refers to the vocal score by Carus (51.990/03)

NEW

NEW:

Joseph Haydn
Die Schöpfung
Carus 51.990/91–94

Franz Schubert
Mass in G major
Carus 40.675/91–94
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Offer for Passion works

From the 1st until 31 January 2019 you can 
buy the  practice CDs for J. S. Bach’s St. John 
Passion and St. Matthew Passion in the Carus 
Choir Coach series and in carus music, the choir 
app, at a reduced price:

J. S. Bach: St. John Passion  
Carus Choir Coach, practice CDs 
each part only 15 instead of 20 euros!
Carus 31.245/85–88

J. S. Bach: St. Matthew Passion 
Carus Choir Coach, practice CDs
each part only 15 instead of 20 euros!
Carus 31.244/91–94

In carus music, the choir app, some more works 
are affected by the special price, e.g. Handel’s 
Brockes Passion, Homilius’s St. John Passion  
or Mendelssohn’s Das Leiden Christi.



CARUS
CHORAL COLLECTIONS
Excellence in choral music

•  stylistically varied repertoire  
with valuable choral arrangements

•  sacred and secular,  
from the Renaissance to today

• varying levels of difficulty
•  new works from renowned composers 

and arrangers
•  proven quality in paper, print and binding
•  attractive pricing

Have a look at our program:
www.carus-verlag.com/en/ 

choir/choral-collections

Folk Songs 
for mixed choir 
Carus 2.214 (p. 12)

Hallelujah 
Gospels and Spirituals  
for mixed choir 
Carus 2.104 (p. 6)

Beethoven 
around 40 arrangements 
for mixed choir 
Carus 4.025, May 2019 (p. 8)

French Choral Music 
for mixed choir 
Carus 2.311

C Carus Chorleiterband mit CD | CD included

Gemischter Chor · Mixed Choir

British 
and Irish 

Folk Songs
SATB

C_Carus

Französische Chormusik
French Choral Music
Musique chorale française

Rameau, 
Charpentier, 

Auber, Gounod, 
Saint-Saëns, 
Widor etc.

mit CD | CD included

Chorbuch ∙ Choral Collection

40 choral works 
SATB

NEW

Chorleiterband mit CD

available from:


